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Lost 1n a Comet's Tail;
OR,

Frank Reade, Jr.'s Strang~ - Adventure
With His New Air-Ship.
(

By

~'

NONAME,"

Author of "Astray in the Salvas; or, The Wild Experiences of Frank Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp, in South
America with the Electric Cab," ''Under the Indian Ocean with Frank Reade, Jr.,'' etc., etc•

•
thermore, he had decided to go alone upon the trip, with only his two
colleagues, Barney and Pomp, as companions, for if he parLicularize.d i01 any~ody's favor, he would surely IJe accused or partiIT was well known in astronomical circles that the comet of Verdi ality, an :I loae ;the good will of many whose friendship he did not care
was due· to appear at a certain date below the Southern Cross. It to relinqulsl),
And so forth.
would come Into view gradually until in the course of a month its
fullest size would be reached.
'!'his had a somewhat quenching effect, but even up to the very day
Then It would decline tci the extreme south and vanish into space. of th(l departure, he was overrun with the most audacious of proposals.
These were carefully made deductions.
"Golly, Marse Frank," aaid Pomp, the negro who had been his serHow near the earth Verdi's comet would come had been a matter vant for many years, "de people hahn't jes' got de leastest bit oD
of some dispute.
sense. I don' see why dey can't tumble to de fac' dat yo' kain't take
Certain astronomers affirmed that it would not come nearer than dem all wit yo'f'
two millions of miles, while others averred posit.ively that Its nebalous
"Well," laughed Frank, "persistence is a human attribute and
tail would actually brush its way into the verge of the earth's atmos- each Is probably hopin~ that he will be the lucky one."
'
~~
'
" As a result, sah, dere won't be no lucky one."
'
HowAver this would be, there was but one spot on earth where this
"Just sol"
wonderful manifestation could be seen by man, and that was at an ln"Be ja:>ers, naygur!" cried Barney O'Shea, the Irishman as he
"lccesaible point.
tucked Pomp playfully in the ribs, "it's sthayin' to home o'urselves
At least it had always been believed to be inaccessible-namely, a we'll maybe be, il Mistber Frank tnkes that notion.''
certain cape on the verge of the Antarctic continent.
"Huh!'' retorted Pomp, intentionally potting his number ten down
To reach this point at that time or year was deemed ~ally lmpossi· onto Barney's toe. "Ain't a bit surprised to heah yo' say dat I'lsb
ble.
Dere ain' any too much room abo'd de Cloud Cutter an' de co'ok aoi
All the scientific journals were teeming with the Rubject.
de las' one to be ter behin' yo' bet."
Among those interested waa one man who made a very bold state" Don't yez be gay wid me yez black misfit. Shure Misther Frank
ment.
" 1 can reach tbe Antarctic continent In time to witness the nearest wud never lave me at home."
And
so the two jokers went on. They were at heart the warmest
approach of t.he comet's tall and Its possible encroachment upon the
or friends, but given greatly to na~tglng and practical jokes.
~
-earth's atmosphere."
Reudestown was all astir one fine morning.
The man who made this daring announcement was no other than
It had been announced that the departure in the new air ship was
Frank Reade, Jr., America's well known and moat famous young Into be taken that day.
ventor.
A large crowd were tbrongl!d In front or the machine shop gatea,
Frank Reade, Jr. was the inventor of the Steam Man, the Electric
and all anxiously awaited a view of the ramona aerial craft.
Hors~s. the Submarine Boat, and now had completed a new and
The Cloud Cutter had heen constructed under the roof of the great l
powerful air·sblp.
_
For he was the fortunate man to have solved the problem of aerial bigh trusaed construction shed.
She was mounted upon rollers, ready to emerge into the air.
navigation. The whole world was acquainted with his famous
During her construction none but the workmen and artisans bad
works.
been
allowed to enter or to view her.
Upon the publl!mtion of tbls declaration the yonug inventor was
Now,
however, F:rank had issued cards of Invitation to the leading
immediately overwhelmed with letters and prayers testamentarv from
men of Readestown, and the Cloud Cutter was to be open for Inspecthousands of people of all classes.
There were propositions from scleutiHc societies, proposals and tion a couple of hours before the salling time.
n need hardly be said that this offer bad been accepted, and the
su~gestions from scientists and learned men. There were also all
fortunate ones were on hand at t.he appointed time.
klnols or raquests from travelers and explorers.
It Wall a wonderful sight which the visitors beheld as they were nd·
The most of these wished the privilege or accompanying the young
mltted to the machine shop yard through a gate in the high brick
inventor upon the famous tour or trip of observation.
Frank was obliged to employ an extra clerk to make answer to the wall.
chief of these requests. Others found their way into the waste basThere before them was the famous air-ship, a wonderful specimen
ket, particularly those written by cranks and maniacs, many of which or symme~ry ami beauty or outline as well as of detail and finish.
contnined threats.
The Cloud Cutter was built somewhat upon tbe lines of a trim
schooner, and was extremely buoyant. •.
So immense became the volnme of letters, that Frank declared:
" Dear mel I wish I had said nothing at all about it, bnt just gone.
Her hull .was of thin aluminum, the lightest of metal, and yet waa
bullet proof.
on my way quietly.''
Finally, he was forced t.o Issue a circular letter, and mall it everyA long cabin extended from stem to stern. This was provided with
where, to the effect tbat if he entertained all requests to accompany plate glass windows. The deck all around the vessel was guarded with
him, favorably, he would be obliged to build a ~bousand air ships. a hand rail or brass. ·
.Beoce tlie utter impossibility of granting the same must be seen. FurFour masts or revolving shafts rose from her deck, up<Jn the top of
CHAPTER I.

THE GREAT COMET-THE AIR·SH!P,

trus~y
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euch tl!ere being a powerful rotascope which lornished the power or
.susvension in air.
Aft was a large propeller, similar to those In use upon sea going
vessels, only of course, much lighter and longer.
The rotascopes and the propeller were run at powerful speed by
·electric imgine , the construction and operation or wbicll wete a secret or Frank's.
'l.'he cabin was lliegantly furnished and equipped with all manner of
wonderful devices.
Perhaps the most important of these WHre the chemical generators
()( fresh oxygen and their distributing tubes.
For Frank bad announced his purpose or ascendtng in the atmospqere as far as it was practically safe to get as good a view as posst·
ble of the comet.
There has always been a division of opinion as to the material or
which a comet's tail is composed.
'
Some learned men bad claimed that it Is constructed of a train of
1iery sparks or burning gases thrown otr by the comet in its furious
ft'lction through space.
Others have maintained that the tail can be nothing but a brilliant
nebulous volume witllout any heat whatever, as there could be no
friction In utter space to develop a fierce light.
.Ju fact theortes as to the composition of the comet and Its tail have
'been always as plentilul as Illes in August. It Is liafe to lay the troth
was unknown.
Bot Frank Reade. Jr., declared:
' "If the thing is possible, I am going t? get near enough to the
-comet's tail to decide of what material It is really made."
- Worthy object! Bat whut a daring scllemef To say that it was
without risk would be folly.
'
But .:~rank Reade, Jr., was not one to take back tracks. When he
made up his mind to go ahea<l upon a given coarse he was very reso·
lute.
So be had provided for the possible sojourn of the air-ship in a part
()f the atmosphere, or even in space where human life could not be
8npported for lack or suitable materials.
He knew that the chemical generators could supply pure oxygen in·
definitely, for he had used them in his submarine boat at the bottom
()f the sea.
The cabin doors and windows could be herl!letically sealed, and
thus the inmates need fear nothing from poisonous gases or suffocation. It wus a wonderful device.
We have given a meager description of tha Cloud Cutter. The
reader will learn more or its construction and details 10 the course or
the narrali Ye, so with a kind permission we will pass on to the excitin:t incidents or our story.
And when we bear in mind the object or . the trip, that they cannot
be otberwis~ than exciting the reader ~'II agree.
'l.'l:at three daring spirits should venture to journey to the Antarctic
in an air-ship and then to mount miles nnd miles into t!Je upper
regions of atmosphere, even to its limits to Incur the risk of a buffet
f1om the tail of the Comet of Verdi seems incredible.
Yet, to what thr•lling )P.ngth the adventure was carried and what
exciting experiences befell our adventurers we shall now proceed to
relate.
CHAPTER II.
UNDER WAY-THE SHIP IN DISTRESS.

" BEGORRA, Misther Frnnk, it's a black lookin' say down there.
Shure, the waves look ugly enough."
It was Barney O'Sheu who spoke, and at the moment he stood upon
the cleck or the air slllp, which hovered lull a thousand feet in mid air
()VPr the waterR of the heaving South Atlantic.
The Cloud Cu•ter was a full month on her southern voyage, and
thoR far all had been propitious.
I
In had been a delightful experience sailing in mid air that long dis·
tance.
But as the Equatorial seas and clime were left ehlnd, the dork
tempestuous waste or the South Atlantic brought a dismal sense of
depression and forebcdlng.
The winds were all head winds anJ exceedingly strong. The sky
was macbly overcast, nod the air chill and raw.
Overcoats were most comfortable, and the electric beater Ia the
cabin was pot into operation.
Tbe voyagers were now looking forward with deepest interest to the
end or their cruise, or a't least the reaching of the point on the Antarctic continent from whence the 11ight into upper atmosphere wus to be
taken.
The exclamation by Barney with which tlits chapter opens was indeed well warranted.
The sea did look black: and ugly, and the wn'Yes ran high.
Upon the horizon black coalds hang low. There was every indication or a hurricane.
Night was coming on rapidly, and such a storm in those latitudes
was mach to be <1readed.
"You are right, Barney,'' declared Frank, •• the sea does look forbidding. It is fortunate that we are saihng in the air instead of upon
the water."
·"Golly, Marse Frank," cried Pomp. "I done fink dere am someholly ober yender Balling on de water.''
Pomp pointed to the low horizon where"a 1peck or white was just
visible.
~

3

That it was a sail there was no doubt.
" A sail!'' excluimed Frank, " ve3sels are not plenty in these lati•
tudes.''
•
" Begorra, phwat koind av n craft can it be?" asked Barney.
" Perhaps a sealer," said Frank, "or maybe a South Sea trader ~
bit otr his course. In ony event they will have a rough night or it."
" Tha~'s throe, sor."
Darkness now began to settle down rapidly. The wind blew so pow.
erful that the air-sh;p could not more than keep ita course to say uotb•
ing of making any progress.
So Barney set the steering lever and left the pilot bouse to jola
Frank and Pomp at the ev~ning meal.
This was served up as on!Y Pomp knew how to serve it, with everJ•
thing warm and appetizing.
It was cosy and warm in the cabin. The wind and rain beat tern•
pestuoosly against the heuvy plate glass windows.
At times vivid lightning fiashes dispelled the blackness, and the
roll of distant thunder was plain.
Bat the aerial voyagers felt aecure and snag in the cabin or tbe
Cloud Cutter.
.To be sure, the air ship pitched and heaved some, but this was not
to their discomfort.
After the meal was over, Pomp brought out hi~ banjo, and sang and
played lively planl.ation ditties.
Then Barney, to furnish his quota, produced a genuine Irish fiddle.
He was a master at manipulating the bow, and rendered all the Irish
airs he could think or.
Frank lit a fl'llgrant Havana, an~ leaning back, enjoyed the sport.
Barney and Pomp were alwnyll n rand of entertainment.
Thus the hours passed pleasantiy.
It must have been near midnight when, as the storm seemed to wax
llercer, a <li~tant boom was heard.
" PIJwat was that!'' cried Barney, starting up.
"I reckin it was thunder, dat am all," said Pomp.
"No," said Frank, "it was a signal gYn."
"Begorra, that's phwat I think too, sor," cried Barney. "Share,
somflhody is in thrubble."
"Hub! Who ebber could be in trabhelln dis lonesome pabt ob de
world!" said Pomp, incredulously.
But Frank had sprung into the pilot house.
He gazed downward through the black waste. Then be gave a
great cry nod a start.
"Mercy on us! there is a ship in distress down there!"
All that could be seen in the darkness was a star or li~ht far below.
But Frank knew that it was a ship's blnnocle and that the signal
gun meant that the craft was in distress.
He instantly turned the search-light on and sent its glare downward.
This confirmed hia surmise.
There, pitching heavily in the trough of the sea, was a dismasted
vessel.
She was literally at the mercy of the fierce elements.
It was or course impossible to tell what class or vessel she was or
what the cause of her <listres~. though it was undoubtedly the heavy
sea.
On her deck a number of forms were seen clinging to the bul·
warks, an<l the gun which had been fired was seen to be a swivel bow
gun.
" Begorra, it's a ship!" cried Barney excitedly. "Shure, Mlsther
F1ank, it's siokin' they'll be!"
"She cannot outlive such a fearful hurricane!" anld Ftank exclted.ly. "There are some of the crew on ller deck! We must help
them!"
•• Golly, Marse Frank, how ebber can we do dat!"
"There mast be a way!" cried Frank excitedly. "We mast find a
way!"
" Bejabers, that's the koind av talk I lolke!" cried Barney. " I'm
wid yez, Misther Frankl"
"Wha' am we gwiue to do, Marse Frank?'' asked Pomp.
Bot Frank bad already made action.
He presslld the keys on the switch board and the air-ship began to
descend. Down abe went until she hovered directly over the doomed
vessel.
It was by no means eaB'' to keep her in this position.
But steady work at the propeller and radder, kept her fairly steady.
Then Frank pulled off his con!. He picked up a cot! or rope and
started for the deck.
But Barney Intercepted him.
" Where air yez goin', Misther Frank!" asked the Celt.
" Somebody bas ~rot to go down there and rescue those people,''
' declared the young inventor.
" Shure yez are not aftber goin' yesilf alonef'
"Yesl''
" Divil a bit, Mistber Frank. rm the man fer that job. Share
it's a dandy I am on climbln' a rope."
Frank knew this and hesitated.
" Are you not afraid to go?" he asked.
"Not me, sor."
"Well," said Frank, soddenly, "you shall go, for I am sure you
are a better sailor than I am. Throw the rope over aud slide down.
When just over the deck, drop! Bat be sure and hold the end or the
rope all the while."
"Lave me alone fer that, sor."
" There wlll be great risk. If you feel at all timid, do not go."

•
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" Divil a bit, sor!"
So o1'er the rail went the rope.
A moment later Barney followed.
The Celt was a splendid sailor and perfectly at home on a rope. He
was swung wildly in the tempestuous air like a pendulum.
The cold was most bi)tter, and seemed to turn his hands and limbs
to ice.
But he did not Hinch, and kept on down to the end of the rope.
Frank was in the ~;:ilol house and watcbmg him closely.
At the right moment the young inventor moved the air ship to the
ri.,.ht position, and tLe Celt swung aboard the wreck.
'"'Plenty of slack was given to the line so that there was no danger ?f
Barney's being dra~tged overb?ard. Then those on board the 1ur·Sh1p
watched intently the scene wh1ch ensued.
.
It was certainly a daring feat for the Celt to perform. Bot success
·
seemed to wait upon him.
AB be struck the deck of the derelict ship he saw only three people
aboard her.
One of these was a very beautiful young girl who was lashed to the
foremast to prevent her being washed overboard.
The other was a tall and handsorr.e youth who was by the signal
gun, and the third was a man of middle age, with a sharp, cadaverous cast of features and a goatee beard.
As Barney struck the deck or the sinking ship the two men rushed
to his side.
"Gol durn my but~>sl" cried the middle aged man. " Did yew cum
frum Parydise or air yew an aug~•·
" Art> we dreaming!" cried the tall youth. "Yon certainly came
down from the clouds!"
"Yez air roightl" cried Barney, "I cum down from Misther Frank
Reade, Jr.'s air-ship."
"An air-ship!'' cr1ed the youth; "is it possible! Hurrah, Jeptha,
we are saved!"
"Air-ship!" ejaculated the Yankee, for such he was; "chew me fer
sassyfras, but I'm busted! Whar in tarnation should an air-ship cum
Irum! I tell yew we are dreamin'l''
" Yez will be dhramin' wid the mermaids pooty quick av yez don't
git a move on!" cried Barney. "Shure yer ould craft is sinkin' fast.''
"We know that, sir, well!" cried the youth, excitedly; "but have
you really come to rescue us?"
" I have that, sort''
" And we arA to ~o aboard your air-ship!"
" Yis, sort''
" Will' wonders never cease! So aerial navigation Is an established
fact. But-how in time are we to get up there, my good Irishman?"
"Shure that's aisy enough, Just eaten onto this rope an' they'll
pull yez up aisy."
The youth with a sharp cry turned to the side or the young girl who
was lashed to the mnst.
"ERtelle, my darling," he cried, "we are saved! Our prayers are
answered and Providence has come to our rescuet·•
"ThanK God for that!'' cried the young girl, fervently. " I felt
sure that it was not lor us to die in this dreadful way! Alas for our
poor lost companions!"
"God rest their souls! But come, you shall be the first to go
aboard the air-ship."
The Cloud Cutter's outllnes even could not be seen for the glare of
tha eearch-light.
Bot the imperiled survivors of the drifting wreck could not aiJor<l to
ask quesLions.
They simply accepted Barney's word and adopted quickly the only
means of rescue which was offered them.

CHAPTER III.
SOME NEW ACQUAINTANCES,

THE rope was very quickly passed about, the waist of the young girl,
and Barney signalled to Frank In the pilot-bouse above.
Up went the slender form of the young A"irl, swaying in the tempest
until the rail or the Cloud Cutter was reached.
Then Pomp quickly lifted her aboard.
Jeptha Jones, the Yankee, next followed. Tben the youth, and
Barney last of all.
Without mishap they all reached the deck or the Cloud Cutter.
It was not a moment too soon.
They had barely drawn Barney aboard when the derelict craft gave
a. great lurch an<l went down into the black sea.
Into the cabin of the air-ship the rescued trio went.
Frank Reade, Jr., met them s miling and said:
"Welcome to the Cloud Cutter. You are safe now, but It was a
· narrow escape ~¥hlch you had.''
"Indeed it was," replied the youth, readily. "We had about abandoned hope, and even now must regard our delivery as miraculous."
"Well, yes," said Frank, "we happened along in just the right
time."
" 1 should say so. But wbat a wonderful invention ttis is. It is
the first and only air ship J have ever seen."
"I am Inclined to believe that they are not com man,'' said Frank,
with a smile, " bat make yourselves at borne while aboard tbe Cloud
Cutter.''

" A thousand thanks. But pardon mil. Allow me to introduce myself. I am Clarence Connell, a botanical student from the Society of
Science in Brooklyn, New York.''
"Glad to meet you, sir. I am Frank Reade, Jr."
"So I imagined. This is the daughter of our lamented Captain
Layton, who died at sea, about six weeks ngo, and since whose lose
we have been qUite lost upon the ocean. This is MISS ~stelle Layton."
"We indeed owe you our lives, Mr. Reade," said Estelle.
" I am honored to be of such valued service," said Frank, gallantly.
A few pleasant remarks followed, then the youug lady retired to her
stateroom which Pomp had prepared for her.
Meanwhile, Jeptba and Barney had been having a great confab, the
Yankee putting his nati1'e wH against that of the Irishman.
Frank and Clarenc;e Connell went into the forward cabin, where the
youth told the story of their troubles.
The Primrose was a fiua' East Indiaman, hailing from New York,
and under the care or Captain Silas Layton, a thoro'ugh seaman.
The only passengers aboard her were the captain's fair daughter,
Estelle, Clarence Connell, the botanical student, and Jeptha Jones. •
Jeptlla had come aboard at Auckland and was returning to New
England with a comfortable fortune amassea in tlle wonderful new
country of New Zealand.
All went well during the cruise until Captain Layton one day ·fell
violently ill.
The next day he was dead, and the following day was buried at
sea.
It was a fearful blow to Estelle.
The mate, who now took cllarge of the ship, was a wretched navigator, and misse<\-hls reekonin~.
The Primrose drifted south almost into the Antarctic. Then the
great storm came on.
Wben the hunicane first struck the Primrose it put her onto her
beam ends.
The batches were next baUened down, and Connell and Jones with
Estelle were confined in the cabin.
.
Terrific seas broke over the ship. Her masts were heard to fall,
and then Connell decided to break the hatches and go on deck.
When he did so be was overwhelmed wi~h a sense of horror.
The Primrose was a shattered wreck, and every· one of her crew had
gone.
Washed overboard by the fearful seas, terrible Indeed had been
their fate.
Words cannot express the sensation or thfl trio or survivors, and
they had abandoned all hope when dAliverance came.
But now Frank was in turn plunged into a quandary.
He told Connell of the object of the trip, which was to see the approach of the comet, and the latter was intensely interested.
But Frank knew that the time was scant, and wall at a loss to know
what to do with his three new passengers.
He did not see now be could spare the time to take them to the
Australlan continent; yet he could not let them drown.
He had just about time enough left in which to make his objective
point.
This be must accomplish at ali hazards. But what should he do
with the shipwrecked people!
'
Finally it was agreed that he should leave them upon Kerguelen
until his return from the Pole.
Before day came; the storm had spent its fury and the voyagers
ail retired for a much needed bit of sleep.
However, it was early in the day that they were all astir $gain,
and as they emerged on deck it was a remarkable specLacle which
they beheld.
Below was a monster iceberg many thousands of feet in circumference. Its 'picnacles and turrets looked like silver in the morning light.
Tile spirits of all arose as the sun for a brief time showed itself.
But s.unlight In this desolate part of the world is ,a rare quantity
and Old Sol soon hid his face under a bank of gtay clouds.
Frar:k sniffed the air and said dubiously:
" The storm is not over yet. It will recur again. The barome·
ter s"ows tbat."
"Mercy on us!" cried Connell, "don't give us any such bitter
news as that, Frank. I hope we will have no more sucb experiences!"
Jeptha Jones, the Yankee, could not get over his wonderment and
admiration of the air-ship.
"Wall naow, it does beat Jemima!'' he declared; "thar wnz Dan·
Scribner's boy daown In Maine as made a wooden bottle with a jumpIn' 1ack inside uv it, an' haow he got ther jack intew ther bottle y11w
cudn't tell, fer nobody cad git it a:>nt, ther bottle neck wuz so small.
That wuz Ingenuity, but it ain't a candle tew this air fiyin' ship. I
wisht my wife Sally cud see it. She'd hev a fit on ther spot!"
''Wall, Mr. Jones," said Frank in surprise. "You wouldn't want
your wife to han a lit would .von!''
Jeptha cleared his throat.
"Hum! reckon yew ain't never teen daown tew Pinhook, Maine!'
Wall, anybody daown there kin tell yew abaout my wife Sally, Yew
see we didn't marry fer love, we didn't. an' these ere marriages uv convenience ain't ther stayin' quality. Naow she's jest waitin' tew tear
thet I've turned up toes in some fnrrin' land so's she kin ketch outer
Jim Spruce as keeps ther corner grocery. Ob, I'm right onto It, yelP
kin bet yore copper toea.''
Everybody smiled audibly.
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" And what would you c.lo, Jeptha, If your wile bad a l!t ana didn't
come out or it!" asked Connell, JOcularly.
The Yankee's shrewd eyes twinkled.
"Oh, th&u's Sam Barkin's wlctder, as owns tber Ten Mile .Meadows.
She's awaitin' fer me an' I'm jest tbar huckleberry kin make her hap.
py. Oh, thar's nutlliu' like love. Young mao, when yew marry,
marry fer tiler divine inaplrashun or love.''
Anc.l Jeptha cast a sidelong glance at Estelle, which brought the
color into her pale but lovely race.
The truth was, that during the stormy voyage of tile Primrose, Connell bad fallen in love witll the captain's daughter. Their hearts
fiowed easily together and they were happily engaged.
Barney and Pomp took Jeptba In tow.
The three were inveterate wags and the air at once became redolent
with spicy JOkes and side-splitting comments.
The air•sllip was now making fairly rapid way to the westward in
the direction of Kerguelen.
Here the shipwrecked people were to remain until after the air·ship
had made Its Inspection of the grvat comet.
' " If we come buck alive!" satu Frank. " Of course there is always
that chance. Something may happen to us on this llazardous trip.''
"In that case our position will be an unenviable one,'' soil! Clarence, " there ts liLLie on Kerguelen to support human life.''
''Yet you could exist until some passing vessel--"
I " Ah, Kerguelen ts seldom visited by ships,'' said Clarence. " However, we will believe in your safe return. All, what was thatf'
Both men sprung up. A little scream came from the lips of Estelle
who came out of her stateroom in something of alarm.

CHAPTER IV.
A

I

CHANGE OF PLANS.

"WHAT ho& happened?" was Clarence Connell's exclamation. He
and Frank Instantly sprang out upon deck.
A terrific booming sound filled the air. It was the roar of many far
distaD,t thundere.
Yet the only cloud in sight was an Inky, low·lying bank upon the
horizon.
" Was It thunderf' exclaimed Clarence, ''It cannot be. Those
clouds are too far away!"
"Ah, you forget," said Frank. "We are in a part of the world replete with strange pbenomenu. That was thunder and Its reverberation in tills rarefied air will travel a ~r;reat ways, I tell youl"
" Can it be possible! Then it must be Indication of another
storm."
" And close at band, too.
, " What! Will we not be able to reach Kerguelen first!"
.. No. I am afraid that you will never see Ker~ueleo.''
Astounded, Connell turned and regarded Frank, to see if he really
spoke with serioosneHs.
But there was no doubt of this.
" We will never see Kerguelen? Oh, you think the ship will never
be able to weather the stormt"
" Qulte the contrary," said Frank. " You see we most reach the
Antarctic Continent within o very few days now, or we shall be too
late to connect with the comet."
"Obi"
.
" If we are delayed by this storm, we shall not have time to give
you a landing.''
Connell looked at Frank.
"Why, is it necessary, anyway?" he said. "Would we hamper you
by our presen!l*'!"
" By no means," said Frank, "but the risk we will take--"
" Hong your risk! I am more than willing to go with you, and I am
sure that Estelle is the same. As for Jeptha, he would never kick.".
Frank drew a breath of relief.
" '.Chen It is settled," be said. "I will lose no further time. We
will run before the storm as rapidly as possible. About ship, Barney!"
" Ay, ay, sor!"
The Cloud Cutter's course was instantly cbanp:ed.
The three newcomers were to be among those involved In the
stronj!;e and awful experience of the near future.
Fronk sent the Cloud Cutter on at 11 Curious speed in t!le hopes of
outrunning the storm.
One hundred miles was covered in quick time.
This cleared the full force of the hurricane, but drove the air-ship
into o terrific snow storm.
It really seemed as if the snow was banked solidly In the atmosphere, and the alr·sbtp was literollJ imbedded in it.
The danger become apparent and Imminent.
The snow banked upon the deck or the Cloud Cutter with tremendous weight. It s;fted into the rotascope fianges and threatened to
completely check the progress of the ship.
Here was a predicament nod an emergency little counted upon.
But Frank was uot slow in devising a plan to meet the new vrder
of things.
" There Is but one thing that we can do," be said, decidedly.
" And that-" asked Connell.
" We must either descend and rest upon the water, or ascend above
this storm."

. " Can we ascend above It?''
" Certainly; but the cold up there would be frightful and the air so
extremely rare as to forbid the supporting of human life. On the other
hnnd it is doubtful if the air-ship could stand the buffeting or the
waves below.
"Whew!" exclaimed Connell; "I don't s&e how we can adopt
either of tllose alternoti ves.''
" Oh, yes we can.''
" Which one!"
'' We con ascend above the storm," replied Frank.
"But yon say that human life could not be supported up there."
"Not if one exposed himself.''
" Bot how can we do otherwise!"
With this Frank explained the mechanism of the chemical genera~
ora aboard the air-ship.
Young Connell was immensely interested and expressed himself In
unmeasured terms of wonderment.
"You are the most wonderful man of this age, Mr. Reade!" he
Sald.
"That Is a strong statement," protested Frank.
The young inventor had decided upon what he believed to be the
proper .move and hastened to execute it.
The air-ship was sent npworll through the snow storm.
Up and up it slowly rose, it being a difficult matter to be sure
under such a weight of snow.
But soon th'e falling snow began to grow les~, and eventually ceased altogether.
The mighty blue vault of Heaven burst Into view, frightfully clear
and cold, They were above the storm.
Every window and door was hermetically sealed, so that no cold
could get in, and the chemical generator furnished sufficient oxygen .
for the voyagers.
The blue dome above twinkled with a myriad of stars. Below the
blackness of Styx reigned.
•
Not one of the voyagers but felt a thrill of relief. Yet none dared
to go out on the deck for the purpose or getting rid of the fearful mass
of snow there collected.
It would have been Instant suffocation Frank declared, to have ven.
tared out there.
The oir·ship hovered for boon over the black storm which raged
below.
Then as a bank of clouds In the extrAme south cleared away, Frank:
gave a great shout.
" The comet!"
Instantly all sprang Into the pilot bouse. A wonderful spectacle
rewarded the gaze of all.
•• The comet It is!" cried Connell. "Heavens! What a monster!"
There hung on the soathern horizon what might have been taken
for a second moon but for the confused radiance about It, and streamIng from it Car into space in the shape of the tall •
They were at that moment accorded a view of the comet which no
other inbanitants of the earth could rejoice in.
This mighty heavenly bodv, which t.o friends at home in America
might at the moment seem a trilla larger than one of the planets, was
to our voyagers fully the size of the moon.
It was evident that the comet was approaching the earth at a furtous speed.
It was yet many millions .of miles away, bnt despite this would
make its infiuence felt on the earth.
It looked at the moment as if its declension involved a certain collision with the earth.
Bot Frank knew better than this, and said:
•• It will speed by the earth at an abrupt angle, but its tail will
come very near to as."
The most powerful glasses Frank bad were brought to bear upon
the comet.
However-, nothing could be determined as to its actual composition,
save that it seemed to be a ball of Hre and shooting out great volumes
of vapor In Its wake, which, uniting with other elements In space,
formed the nebnlous toil.
The voyagers watched the comet until it paled in the radiance of
the rising sun.
Then Frank checked the speed of the rotascopes, and the air-ship
began to fall.
Down it went with great rapidity until for a time it was immersed
in a bank or clouds.
Emerging from this, the earth was seen Car below. They bad ascended to 11 frightful altitude,
"Wall, I swan!" remarked Jeptha, when Mother Earth came into
view again. " Tllar's nobody In Plnhook will believe what I tell 'em
when I glt tew hum. It beats all my relashuns!"
"Begorra that must be sayin' a good deal, sor," said Barney, with
a"twinkle or his eyes.
· " 'Tnln't everybody thet hes relasbons of enny kind," declared
Jeptba, imperturbably, " Some people kain't tell what they sprung up
from. My ankle's nephew'a people cum over in ther Malfiower.''
"Begorra, that's aisy!'' said Barney, unctious!y, " the O'Sheas are
related by marriage wid the Boros an' they wor the fust kings of Oireland.''
" .Kings ain't trumps in this kentry," snuffed Jeptho.
"Nor Jacks ayther,'' retorted Barney, whereat the Yankee walked
disdainfully away.
Pomp was in the galley singing somethln: about the eternal and
never dying " Yaller Gal.''
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Now that he had disposed of Jeptha, Barney thought he would settle
a score with the darky.
So he sauntered into the gall11y, and said, casually:
" Naygur, kin yez tell me why that comet is loike a kangaroo?"
" Hi dar, I'isb, I done gib dat up. Kain't see de leastest bit ob a
·
resem blyance."
" Well, there is, me !rind."
" Mayhe yo' kin tell why the cornet am loike a kangaroo.''
" Be Jabers, that's aisy."
l• Why am it denf'
,
"Begorra, the comet is afther havin' a big tail an' so has the
kangaroo!''
Pomp wheeled about and with marvelous aim sent a fist full of soft
dongll at the luckless punster. Barney's mouth had just opened for a
laugh, and the sticky mass went half down his throat.
"Ugh-gurgle-gulf-haw-ker-chew!"
Splattering and gasping the Celt nearly turned a back somersault.
It was Pomp's inning anu he uearly SI:llit himself with laughter.
As it happened Jeptba had witneSBed the Celt's discomfiture and he
also joined In Ute uproar.
It was one against the Celt, but he took hiS medicine like a man
and ing orioualy beat a retreat.

CHAPTER V.
IN THE ANTARCTIC COUNTRY.

As the Antarctic Continent was now near at hand the days began
to shorten very perceptibly, ror it was the season or the Antarctic
·winter or night of six months' duration.
"A few hundred miles further,'' said Frank, "and we shall lose the
sun altogether."
"That will bring the comet perpotnally in view,'' said Connell.
"Yesl"
Gradually the air-ship cut down the distance across the mighty
Antarctic Ocean.
Frank made his reckoning with great care.
Jile calculated that they would reach the necessary point on the
Antarctic Continent In good seaaon to intercept the comet.
The sea had now begun to assume a vastly different aspect.
There were immense ice bergs, and one day far to the southward
there were seen the ice tields which all knew bordered upon the great
Antarctic world.
That worl<J or snow and fee, of which so little was known, and which
.tvaa to the world a region of mystery.
It was a thrilling thought to the aerial voyagers, tha.\ they were to
ae the fortunate ones to view this mystic and unexplored part or the
!llrth.
The sun was now visible only for a few moments each day upon the
horizon.
There was no absolute darkness, but a dense gloom, which was
only relieved by the stars and th~r light of the comet.
This haJ increasell immensely in size, and seemed vastly near the
earth.
Connell bad become intensely interested in the affair, and constant·
ly watched the contet.
" Tbla is a source of delight to me,'' he declared. " It was always
my desire to become an astronomer, and now Fate has given me pn
opportunity which no ltvlng astronomer has ever been fortunate
enough to secure."'
The Ice packs now lay beneath the air·ship.
For many miles these were crossed, and then, Frank from the pilot
house, ehonted:
"Land hoi"
In an Instant there waa a scramble to the windows.
Sare enough, there was unmistakably a coast line to the southward.
It was a white snow bolmd shore, but 11evertbe!ess a continent.
All was excitement.
Steadily the ,air-ship now approached that wonderful land of the
South Pole.
Connell and Barney ventured out on deck.
The thermometer registered sixty degrees below zero. The cold was
frightfuL
They wore Immense great fur garments, or they could not have with·
stood It a moment.
Tbe scene now spread to view was wonderful.
The shore line was rough and faced with high cli!l's, some of these
fully a thousand feet high.
Inland there were territlc h1gh snow capped mountains. Some of
these were plainly volcanoes.
"The Antarctic continent!'' exclaimed Frank. "It is eupposed to
be uninhabited.''
" But there are traditions of a volcanic region of ~~:reat warmth beyond this snow and ice belt," said Connell.
" It may be true,'' said Frank. " I would much like to penetrate
thither.''
" We may never get a better opportunity."
"Ah, the opportunity is lacking."
"H:~w sor•
" It is easy to see. If we go off now on an explorin& expepitlon we
shall miss connection with the comet."
.
"Ah, how soon shall we make thatlconnectlon!"

I"

Within two days.''
" That settles it,'' agreed Connell. " or course the object or your
1 visit here is to conn~ct with Lbe cornet. I have nothio~ more to
say."
•· But I'll tell you what we will do."
" What?''
" H we return safely to this spot after viewing . the comet aL near
range, we will then continue our explorations of the South Pole."
"Good!" cried Connell with delight.
The air-ship bad been constantly in the air for many months. As
her engines bad during this time had no rest, Frank decided to avail
himsetr or an opportunity for giving them a alight overhauling.
So he selected a good spot upon the summit or a snow cll\d bill and
allowed the ulr-sbip to descend.
She rested upon the frozen snow lightly. Au anchor was thrown
out and all was secure.
The cold here was by no means so intense, and the voyagers clad
in fu ra were comfortably able to emerge upon deck.
It was even proposed to take a little exploring trip across the
frozen snow.
Frnnk and Barney were busy with overhauling the machinery.
But there was Pomp and Jeptha to accompany Clarence, and just
as Lhey were getting ready to go a alight form carne nestling llP to
Clarence and a sweet voice said:
"May I not go with you, Clarence? Don't leave me behind."
"You!" exclaimed Connell in surprise, aSI he looked down into biB
sweetheart's race. "Why, Estelle, it is not sar<~."
"Not safe!" abe exclaimed with spirit. " Pray what is the danger!"
" Well, we may fall in with wild beasts or get into a ·crevasae, oror many other ;hinge may befall us."
"Don't fear,'' said Estelle with a light laugh, "I have used a rifle
often, anti I am strong and C'ln tramp a good ways."
She was well shielded with furs, and Connell could not help but
yield.
"Of course it will delight me,'' he said.
"I was only thinking
of the risk to yon."
Thts settled it.
The young girl in her delight ran for her equipm.ents.
elle
Layton was not like the average girl.
She was well used to a rough life, for her father before taking to the
sea bad roughed it nron the plains in Indian days.
It was there that Estelle had been taught the use of tire-arms. She
was a fearlees girl.
The party was ~oon ready.
Frank and B11rney paused in their work long enougb1to see them off
and wish them luck.
"We will bring back some furs at all events," cried Connell.
"I hope you will," said Frank.
It was easy enough to walk upon the frozen snow, and the party
made their was easHy along to the foot of the eminAnce.
Here they entered a deep cut which led through some snow clad
hills.
The deep gloom which res tell upon the landecupe was not at all in•
spiriting to the nerves.
All corners and crevices, a~ well as angles in the detlle, were tilled
with dark shadows, suggestive of hobgoblins and !lends of darkness.
What sort of wild beasts might be in hiding in these covErt places
Clarence bad no means of knowing.
But he kept a sharp lookout.
Pomp's eyes were like fall moons, and h1a kinky hair was right on
end.
" Uls am a berry loikely place fo' gbosteses," he remarked. "Kain't
1
say dat·I wud jes' hke fo' to stay about yere all ni~ht."
" Wall, I swar Lew man," roared Jeptba. "Yew don't believe in
ghosts an' sich things, dew yew?"
"I mns' say I does, sah!"
" Did yew ever see one!"
/ Heaps ob dem! Red an' black an' yaller ones!"
" Hum!'' ejaculated Jeptha, stroking his goatee. " Wbarever did
yew see any sich things as that!"
"Oh, down in Georgy. Why, sah, when I wnz a lily boy I used to
lib near a graveyard. All yo' had to do was to jes' go out dar at
twelve o'clock, an' fo' de Lor' yo' jes' shake yoose'f out ob yo' shoes
to see de gbostesses dancin' in de moonlight. Hub! does I beliebe In
ghosteses! Well, J jus' fink I does."
Estelle laughed merrily at this yarn of the darky's.
They had now emerged from the shadowy puss into a valley beyond.
Suddenly some dark forms were seen skurrying across the snow.
" Foxes!" cried Connell.
With which he ralsed .his rifle and tired. One of the animals fell In
a heap.
It was a beautiful species or a fox with black silky far. Estelle ad·
mired it, and Clarence said:
'' You shall have it for a muff. Surely no lady in America can boast
a tlner.''
" That will be delightful,'' cried the yo:ang girl, with glowing
cjleeks. " Oh, this is very excitinf:; I must try a shot at something
myself."
" Why or course,'' cried Clarence. "If we see a penguin--"
"A penguin!" exclaimed Estelle In scorn. "I want bigger game
: than that, If you please. Ah, look out.''
.
j Quick as a flash she threw her rifle and !Ired at a distant shadowy
· form.
,
·

Es
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There was a fierce yelp, and a yell of agony. Then all ran to the
spot.
T!le animal had been shot through the heart. It was a clever trick
and astonished the others.
"Great Scott!" exclaimed Connell. "You are the best shot in the
party.''
"I tOld yqu that I would bag something," said Estelle with spark·
ling eyes. "Anll it is no fox either."
This was seen to be a fact.
The animal was a rare spemes or Ice wolf, found only In the ArctiC:
Its fur was-of the greatest value, his pelt being wortb in London fully
fifty pounds sterling.
It was certain!y a happy moment for all.

CHAPTER VI.
TO THE LIMIT

OF

THE ATMOSPHERE.

EsTELLE had certainly distinguished herself. She was IJeyond doubt
the crack shot of the party.
·
Pomp quickly tlayed the two animals and bundled up the pelts.
Then tlle party went on.
But they bad not made a hundred yards, when tlley came to a dense
growtl• of Arctic lira.
From tbe branches of these a peculiar heavy moss fell. It was a
picturesque sight.
But the sequel was at hand of a thrilling nature.
Suddenly, from the tlr forest, there emergect a sbape, the like of
which none in the party bad ever seen.
It Wa!l of immense height, its head being fully fifteen feet from the
ground. Its body was elephantine in size.
Great antlers, yards in width, shot out from its head, and its eyes
glowed like balls of tire in the gloom.
It was to all appearance an animal of the alk species, but a literal
giant in size. It was full doullle the size or the ordinary moose.
Its attitude was most terrifying and the hunters stood for a moment
spell-bound.
" A aiant elk!" gasped Connell. " It is kin to an antedeluvian
race lo~.,. since extinct in other parts of the earth,"
"Jerti'shal I reckon we•d better be abaout mnkin' ourselves
skurce," gritted Jeptha.
"Golly! it am a dretrullookin' critter," chattered Pomp.
Estelle had cocked her rille, and was waiting the action of the
others.
The giant elk stood for a. mqment Tegardlng them In a curious way.
Then it emitted a bellow which was like a lion's roar.
Jeptbn went scurrying across the valley with long, !lying leaps. He
·
did not care to court a combat with Fncb an animal;
"Steady,'' said Connell in n low, terse voice. "Keep behind me,
Esr.elle. If the beast attacks run for your life.''
The young girl's lip curled.
"That would be a coward's trick,'' she sold. " Leave me to my·
self.''
"Look out dar!" screamed Pomp, " he am comin'!"
This was true.
The giant elk had lowered Its horns, and had atarted In a plunging
way for the bunters.
"Steady!" cried Connell. "Now lire all together.''
Crack-nck!
Crack!
The three rilles spoke. But the elk came on.
Connell thougbt only of Estelle aL that moment. He was ready to
giva his life for hers.
So he rushad in fr:>nt of the maddened creature, and fired again almost point blank.
The next thing he rememoered was being hustled along over the
snow und then tossed in tbe air.
Then he had a yislon of terrible horns nr.d beating hoofs, and then a
current or something warm and liquid sutiused his face and a heavy
form fell over him.
With diiHcuity he extricated himself only to hear a thrilled and agonized voice in his enr:
" Oh, be Is killed-he Is dead! It is too late!"
"No, no, Estelle!" be cried joyfully, springing up. "I am not even
burt!''
Then he saw the dead elk at his feet. Its. life blood had splashed
All over him.
Est,.lle was happy in his arma.
Pomp came rushing up.
"Fo' de Lor', sah, yo' wud hab been a dead man now but fo' dat
gall"
" Wbat! Did you tire the shot which killed the elk, Estellef' he
asked in amazement.
" I did," she answered fnintly.
" And you saved my life, Truly yon are the better hunter of us
all. That giant's nntlers shall be mounted and Inscribed with your
name, But come. I have had enough hunting for to-day; how Is it
with t he rE>st of you?"
"I swan tew man!" exclaimed Jeptha who bud ventuTed to return,
" I um of ther candid 'pinyon we' ltetter git back tew ther air·ship.
We might meet a b'nr next.''

a
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laughed at this and Pomp had to poke some fun at

'l
the shiver-

·• Ob co'se yo' couldn't bear dat," he remarked.
" Naow yew kin talk, nig~rer," sniffed Jeptha, " but yew war durn•
ed afraid of that elk yourself.''
"But I dido' run away jes' de same," ventured Pomp.
"Mebbe yew war tew skeered an' hadn't ther rourage tew run," declared Jepthn.
At which sage conclusion all laughed uproariously. Bowever, the
party started on the return to the alr·!hlp.
'
Pomp had removed the head and antlers of the elk. They were a
big load for him with Jepthn's aid.
Nothing more befell them and they reached tl:e alr·ship safely
enough.
Barcey and Frank were still at work on the machinery.
'file hour for the start was rapidly drawing nigh.
As it did so the excitement of the voyagers waxed more intense.
The comet was studied assiduously.
It seeJlled as if the huge monster was now directly overhead and
sweeping rapidly to the uortllward.
But Frank said:
" It is leaving the earth. From this hour It will constantly decrease in size, uud finally fade from sight altogether."
At leoth Lhe moment came for the start zeuitbward.
1'he voyagers all congregated in the pilot house.
The doors nod windows were hermetically sealed. The chemical
generators were working.
Upward sprung the air-ship.
The great trip was begun.
Up nod up it went-higher and higher! Frost began to form on the
windows. so Intensely cold was it. But the voy11gera were not at all
uncomfortable in the cabin.
'
"l'o look back at the earth nothing could be seen but a dark blur.
Soon they were in n. cloud which hid everything from view.
From one fleecy bank of clouds to another I he air-ship went.
Rain In great quantities was precipitated upon the deck. It was a
moist time until su,ldenly the Cloud Cutter c1eured all and tloated in a
cleur sky.
Frank looked at the ·gaugP.
" We are forty miles from the earth," he said.
"Jupiter!" eli:clnimed Connell, "I would not care to drop that dis·
tancel".
"Great heifers!" ejnculated Jepthn. "Yew don't mean tew any
thet we air forty miles from the airtbf'
"Yes, I do," replied Frank.
"In a straight line?"
" In the straightest kind of a line.''
"Durn my oats! Air yaw sure we kin glt back agin!"
"Dead sure of it," l!nid Frank grimly. " If any part of the rna
chinery should break we would go back In about four minutes."
"Whew!" gasped Jeptha, "forty milea In four minutest"
" About tbat."
"Don't yew let this air-ship fall, or by gum! yew will kill ' the hull
on us, an' that wud be murder, an' yew'd likely hang fer it.''
Everybody laughed at this.
Pretty Estelle Layton asked:
" About how rnr do yon reckon It to the limit of the atmosphere or
the point where it merges into space?"
"The distance may vary," saJj Frank, "but t compute it at from
one to three hundred miles.''
"Mercy! and are we likely to get that far from the earthf'
Frank smiled complacently.
But Estelle and the others fel~ their hair literally r!se on end.
It was surely .an appalling thought. Only. the steadiest of nerve
must compensate for the strain.
The three castaways were white as chalk. To think that they werll
10 far from things mundane was certainly a rellection of no light sort.
The sensation cannot be described.
Barney and Pomp had too much faith In Frank Reade, Jr., to feel
the least particle of fear.
"Doa' yo' fret," declared Pomp, confidently. "Marse Frank he
ueber get beat yet. If the air ship done go to pieces, he tlnd a wu)l
to git us back nil safe, yo' bet!''
·
.
This was certainly a high quality of faith. T!le others, however,
could not quite reconcile themselves to this view.
But Barney said:
" Begorra, the way I do. I niver think of the earth, and be me sow I
I'm not afraid nv fnllin'. Fergit nil about it, I tell yez!''
"That will soon become second nature to yon," said Frank. "You
will overcome your fright m n short whilE>. There is little p01JaibilltV
of returning to the earth except at our leisure.''
Frank~ prediction was verified.
In a short while the nerves of all became more composed. As he
declared, all for.2;ot tbe fearful possibility of a drop to the earth.
Still the Cloud Cutter kept speeding upwards.
The observations which it was now possible to make, were certainly
wonderful beyond all power of description.
The planets seemed nearer and clearer, and the telescope revealed
many peeuliar facts about them which apparenlly had not been known
before.
The comet seemed to loom up ten times larger than the moon, and
to the westward there was a dull nebulous haze which seemed to oba
struct nil view In that quarter.
" That is the comet's ta!l," said Frank; "it Is my opinion that it
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baa already swept downw11rd into the atmosphere and that we are tq
reelitll iolluence. I am curious to know what it can be."
" It cannot be that the comet's toil is of lire after all!'' cried Con-

.

~a

"I have never thought so,'' declared Frank. "Ah, wiJtt 1s that!
Stand to the wheel, Barney!"
An incident occurred at that moment which well warranted Frank's
excited exclamation.

CHAPTER VII.
IN

THE COMET'S

TAIL.

THERE was a sudden and Instant commot.ion In the air. The air·
ship began to sway and rock violently.
Tlle nebulous cloud bad with the swiftness of the wind closed about
the air-ship. It was as if some strange, irresistible element heavier
than water bad seized it.
Then what followed was for some wblla only a vague memory.
It seemed as i! giant hands seized the Cloud Cutter and it was
borne on into space while utter darkaess succeeded.
The voyagers were all thrown from their feet by the violence of the
shock.
" Great Scott!" cried Connell. " Where are wet What has happened! Are we falliogr•
Frank managed to reach up and l{et his hand onto the keyboard.
He pressel! the electric light lever.
Instantly the whole alr·sblp was ablaze with light.
But through the windows the astounded voyagers saw only impenetrable gloom, broken by vivid !lashes at rare intervals.
" Where are wet" cried Connell.
" Begorra, pbwere are wet'' cried Barney iu bewilderment.
It was the general query. Frank'• !ace was extremely grave as be
made reply:
•• I believe we are snatched up by the comet's tail, and being
carried no one knows how far into space.''
A sllecce like that or the tomb followed this statement.
A cold, awful sensation stole around tht> hearts or all. . It was as If
all hope were dead, and naught but utter annihilation woe upon
them.
Connell broke the spell In a hoarse, quavering voice:
• My God! we shall never see home or tbe earth again."
" I !ear the worst."
Frank stepped to the keyboard and turned on the electric search·
light.
A great blaze or light shot out Into the gloom.
N81tber did this seem to be gloom, properly speaking, but a dense
cloud of dust like particles. They were swirling and swaying about
the air-ship furiously.
At times small particles of some matter like pebbles would rain upon
the deck or the cabin roof of the Cloud Cutter.
·
It was almost impossible !or tbe voyagers to conjecture where they
were or how far !rom the earth.
They simply knew that the air-ship had become involved in the
comet's tall and was being carried nobody knew bow far into space.
It is difficult !or the author to depict their impressions or the sensations experienced IJY them.
Let the reader imagine himself in just such a predicament. It is
the only way.
On and on they wore whirled through tbt> dust cloud or the comet's
tall.
What would 11e the end of it all!
Where would they eventually terminate their experience! Would
it be in some other planet?
·
Or would they be held prisoners for thousands of years in the trail
cf·Verdi's comet, going around the arch of the heavens long after
death bad come upon them to claim their spirits!
All these thoughts and theories passed through the minds of the
voyagers.
It is needless to say that they were in a state of the most intense
excitement, and the mental strain was almost un'Jearo.ble.
Barney and Pomp stood it best of all.
They had implicit faith in the abiliby o! Frank Reade, Jr., to bring
them out of the scrape safely.
Had he not done so before! Could be no~ do it again!
"Hub!" said Pomp, "don' yo' fink but Marse Fmnk be fin' a way
to get back home agio. Yo' kam't fool dis cbHe. Marse Frank be
know wha' he am about.''
"Bejabers, it's all foolish to think we ain't niver yoin' to git ·back!"
averred Barney. " Shure I've been in many a wuss scrape nor this
wid Misther Frank.''
Estelle Layton was, perhaps, ae courageous as nny,
" 1! this Is to be our fate," she said phllosopilically, "so it must be.
We cannot hope to alter it. We are in the hands of God!"
Frank said nothing, but did a heap of calculating and thinking.
Arter a long while, he declared:
" There Is just one !lope for us."
., And tbatf' asked Connell, eagerly.
" There is a chance that the toil of this comet will brnsh the other
pole or the eartn in Its upward sweep. You know that the earth re-

volves upon Its axis, nnd consequently the comet is not always visible
from the same position....
"Exactly I'' cried the youth, eagerly. "I see your point. The earth
in turning, may bring Its other pule, in contact with the comet's tail,
or into the verge of the atmosphere!'
" Yes. or course there is no certainty or such a thing. It Is only
a chance. We can only accept it as a drowning man's straw."
" At least It is something,'' cried Connell, joyfully. " We may etill
cling to hopei"
.
So the spirits o! all In a measure rose. All pressed the1r !aces to
the windows and ~azed out Into the !lying wall of strange dust.
Lost in a comllt s tail.
This was practically their position. It is hardly necessary to say
that the rellection was one almost sufficient to stun human sensibility.
It made a great impression upon Jeptba.
,
" Wall, I'll be sniggered!" be mut~ered. "I never expected tew git
so high up as this tore. I! my Wile, Sally, oaow knew whar I was
she'd say thet she never believed I'd git so near tew Heaven. I don't
sl!e what's tew prevent my gi ttin' thor now."
The Yankee, however, did not seem to have any fear of consequences or of the result. He was as cool as need be.
And meanwhile the air-ship kept on tts way in the comet's tail.
Frank tried many experiments. He made the effort to propel the
air-ship against the powerful current of material. In this he was pnrlialiy IUCC9SSful.
But not enough progress was made to be especially appreciable or
of any particular advantage. Still he kept the search-light at work
looking for an opening in the im meose swirling cloud.
At times be saw great masses of fiery material go sweeping by
through the clouds.
These be at once recognized as huge aerolites or meteors and he
shivered as he rellected upon what would be the result i! one of these
should strike the air-ship full force.
It would mean instant and utter annihilation. Death in its most
sudden ar.d awful form.
But as time went on and there came no change, all became morbidly resigned to tb41 situation.
Frank was curious as t.o the state or things outside the pilot-house
on the deck ()( the air-ship.
He knew that there could of course be no atmosphere. He ventured once to open a small slide in the window.
There came into the pilot bouse a cloud or duet which was sufficient
to choke an ordinary mortal. It was extremely pungent, having an
odor akin to burning brimstone.
Frank closed the slide and then proceeded to analyze some of .the
dust.
The result was surprising,
He found many chemical substances, the character of which indicated that the comet was in a state or intense lusion and threw otr this
odor itself.
However, the young inventor was not yet satislled.
Among his many inventions was that of a diver's bel met with a reservoir nod chemical generator to be worn upon the back.
With this belment be could travel onder water or anywhere where
air did not exist. He now brought out this apparatus.
" Wha' am yo' gwine to do now, Marse Frankf' asked Pomp; "dere
ain' no chalnce to go divin' hereabouts.''
"That is true, Pomp," said the young inventor, "but I have an·
other use for the helmet.''
" Deed, sail!"
"I am going out on deck for awhile."
"On deck, sub! 8huah yo' will be blown off, sahl"
" I guess not," said Frank, confidently-" a\ least, I do not be·
1
lieve it."
".A'rigbt, sahl Mayn't I go wif yo, sab!''
"If you wish," said Frank. "Yoa must find a helmet.''
"Dat am easy enough, sah."
...-So Pomp presently joined his master with a helmet also. This
was not all.
The others saw Frank and Pomp thus arrayed, and Connell
cried:
" Are there more of those helmets, Frank! I would like to go,
too."
"Certainly," replied Frank; "there are a dozen or them down-stairs.
You can all go out II you wish.''
It is needhlBB to say that this idea at once became popular.
It was a change, and though slight, was nevertheless eagerly embraced.
Kven Estelle donned .one of the helmets.
And thus eqaipped, they all went out ooto the deck. It was for a
moment difficult to face the stinging shower of dust.
But this was finally overcome and they rather enjoyed the change
from the cabin. It seemed like a bit or nswly acquired lreedom.
They paced the deck s1lently, for it was difficult to talk Intelligibly
through the thick wall of tbe helmets.
.
The search-light's rays were thrown far out into the dazzling glint·
in I!. dust cloud. Frank was in t be bovt watching this.
Barney and Pomp and Jeptba were by the cabin door.
Connell and Este!ie were leaning over the stern rail. They could
convArse by placing their helmets together.
Suddenly a strange and unprecedented thing happened.
There wns a blinding tlash or light, a detonation, and the air·ship
received a territlc shock.
'
An aerolite bad burst not many yards distant. Estelle lost hllr hold
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upon the rail and before Connell could catch her, went over and out
of sight.
CHAPTER VIII.
A NARROW ESCAPE.

IT seemed to Connell at that moment as If his senses would desert
him.
" My God! My God!" he shrieked. 11 She is gone, gone! Oh,
save her, eave her! My life Is naugbl.."
Barney and Pomp and Jeptha had seen all and now came rushing
up to the spot.
Barney threw himself upon his stomach and leaned over the verge
or the air-ship's deck.
He or course did not expect to see the young girl.
It was the belief of all that she would descend with frightful veloc·
ity to the earth. Wbat au awful Ialli It was dreadful to refiect upon.
But in that moment they lind forgotten one important fact.
They were in the comet's tail.
Hence they were removecl from the earth's gravitation. Anybody
in \bat swirling mass of dust and wind must or necessity be involved
in the career of the comet's tail unless it had velocity nod power
enough to break away into space.
Cousllquently our heroine did not descend to the earth hundreds
of miles below, perhaps thouaands.
On the contrary, she simply was carried along in a parallel course
with the air-ship, though she bad sunk some twenty or thirty feet
below the air·shlp's keel,
It was likaly that the current was mo{e dense at that point, and
supported her rr.uch better.
All saw the force or the situation now and understood why it had
been so difficult heretofore to hold a position on the deck.
That which they bad taken for wind was a certain buoyancy
caused by the lack or essential gravitation.
Barney shouted joyfully and put his helmet close to Frank·s.
"Begorra, we'll save her!" be cried. 11 Shure yez have only to
throw her a rope.''
" Get one quick then," cried Frank excitedly, " lose no time."
Barney needed no further btdding.
He sprung into the cabin and quickly emerged with a rope. Carry·
ina this to the rail, he threw it over.
To the astonishment of all, a new difficulty was encountered. The
rope would nut descend.
But instead, it simply trailed along behind the nir ship.
"Weight!" cried Connell; "it needs weight!"
"Pull It in, begorral" cried Barney. "Shore, I have a way!"
The brave Celt fastened one end of the rope about. his waist. Then
be leaped over the rail.
He fioated slowly down until almost on a paralell with the youcg
girl. But a new dilliculty now arose.
She was slowlv but eurelv drifting away from the course of the air
ship. Barney was not within ranch or her.
A thrill of agony pervaded the breasts of those on board the air
ehi;>.
"Qb, mv soul; she is lost!" groaned Connell.
Frank thrbW out more rope. Pomp ran to the key board to bring
the electric engines to whatever use he could.
The darky reversed them. As good fortune bad it it was sufficient
for the purpose.
Barney just reached the hem of the young girl's dress. He grasped
it ad drew her toward him.
A great cry or joy nod relief went up ftom those above.
It required but little strength to bring them fioating upwards.
Then Estelle came over the rail and was clasped in Connell's arms.
" God be praised!" cried Lhe youth. •• I am happy once morel"
But there was no longer a desire to remain on the deck. All sought
the safety of the cabin.
With their helmets off they were free to discuss the affair.
The amount or praise credited to Barney was lar~e. He was plain·
ly the lion of the occasion.
Now that the excitement of the affair was over reaction came on.
All relapsed into a state of almost positive stupor.
Frank was the only one not affected.
The young Inventor had not been idle from the first. His wonder·
ful brain hnd been constnntly at work.
The result was that he hnd hit at last upon a daring plan.
" Connell," be said, soddenly, "I want to speak with you."
The y·outh followed him into the cabin. Frank picked up a chart
and a bit or paper covered with mathematicnl computations.
" I have been doing some Hgurlng," he said, " and I reckon that
the comet ought to be visible in its fullest at tbe No~th Cape In
'Europe, on the nineteenth of November."
" lndei:Kl!" exclaimed Connell, with interest.
" 1L is now the 21st of August.''
•' That w11l be three moo the hence."
"Just so.''
1
" Then we may hope to brenk away from this thraldom!"
"Not without a tremendous effort, but at that time we· shall be
nearer the earth than we ever will be again. Do you understand!"
''Yes."
" It will then be better for us to wait until that time before making
our effort to break out of our present state of imprisonment."
"That is all very well," snld Connell, slowly, "but I do not exactly
understand how we are going to break away."
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" But one thing wlll do it.''
" And that--"
" Violent explosions.''
II Abl"
" They will scatter this ever rolling cloud of mogneUc dust and
throw the air-ship into some sort or circle or grovitat1on which I shall
hope will be that of the earth."
/
Connell was dazed.
The stupendous nature of the plan appalled htm. Such deep reckoning as this was much beyond him.
" What explosives have we!'' he asked.
"Dynamita,'' replied Frank. "I shall invent a method or launch·
ing tt from the air-ship aud exploding it by time fuse. Oh, it can be
done."
"I don't dispute your word," said Connell, "In fact, 1 believe yon
are capable or accomplishing anything under the sun."
Frank laughed at this.
"So far lnm all theory," he said. "We eball have to wait for the
practical application until the Nineteenth of November."
" Mercy on us, that is u long while to walt,'' said Connell, ruefully.
"Yet we must make the best of it.''
" True-and we will."
It is needless to say that rhe voyagers had no further desire to van·
tore out upon the deck. The risk was too great by far.
Days passed, but the only way that their transition was made apparent to the voyagers, was simply by the record of the chronometer.
~h.is told them the coming ol each morn and the pu.ssing of each
evemng.
Regular hours were kept just the same as on the earth.
And still they were hustled on through that eternal void by the.
hustling whirling chaos about them.
Would there never be an end to it!
·
Why did they not fall out of it all? What centrifugal or other force,
what law or gravitation kept them in their present position!
All these things were a mystery to Frank. He studied them In
vain.
All that he could arrive at was that some law of attraction held
them still in the booming mass of the comet's tail.
As long as this continued so they must continue to be wh!rled
through space. H some powerful reaction could be brought to bearthen w)lnt!"
.
.
Would the air-ship be hurled beyond the lnlluence, magnetic or oth·
erwise, of the comet!
If eo, then what must become of the air-ship in space!
What would become or it in ttat drear echoeleas void which is sop·
posed to llXist between all the placets and their atmospheres!''
Would it mean shnple suspension forever! Could the machinery
make any impression upon this space or any progress!
Or was there some law of gravitation always present in space which
would draw the air-ship with frightful velocity In some given ~irec·
tlon, perhaps to the earth, perhaps to some other planet, perhaps to
the sou or moonT
Who could say.
Who could knowT
Day and night Frank taxed his brains with this great problem.
That le, such d&y and night as the chronometer indicated, for there
was no interval of light, but perpetual gloom.
If the air-ship could extricate itself from the comet's tail would it be
any hetl er off f
All these questions, doubts anrl fears were pondered upon.
Frank began to wax thin, nod even sickly with such a superfiuity of
thought.
He had about given up in despair when there came a turn In the
tide or affairs.
Scarcely a month had elapsed since his talk with Connell, when he
had predicted that it would be the nineteenth of November before it
would I.Je safe to attempt to change their position by means of the dynamite.
This month had seemed almost like nn eternity to t.he voyagers.
A whole liretime had been experienced In that brief while. Perhaps Con nell felt it worse tban anybody else.
" Oh, }<'rank," he cried, " anything is better than this. Oh, for a
change of some kind-no matter what it Is, even if for the worse!"
"There will be a change very soon, I nm thinking," said Frank.
" Do you notice any c!:lange in our aurrouudlugsr•
Connell wall surprised.
"What do you meanf' be asked.
"Look at the comet's dust through this gla3S. Can von see any
change in color and density!''
Connell complied with this request.
He was astounded, and laid down the glass for a moment, over·
whelmed with the force of the thing.
"Indeed yes," he said; "there is a very material change.''
The dust bad changed from its golden brown hue to a fiery red.
It was also leas dense.
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CHAPTER IX.
A STARTLING EXPERIENCE.

j

"I THOUGHT I could see sparks of fire,'' declared Connell. "Can it
tte possible?"
" Come with me," said Frank.
'fhe youth followed Frank into the pilot bouse. The young Ioventor then pointe<l to ·a thermometer upon the outer sicte of the a1rship. .
It recorded & temperature of 115 degrees.
" Whew!" exclaimed Connell, "1t Is hot out there.''
•" You are right."
" What has the temperature been heretofore?"
"Very mild; perhaps eighty, never over ninety."
" This indicates-who.t!"
The two men looked at each other.
Frank said impressively:
"It means serious things lor us. Some powerful attraction Is
drawing us rapidly nearer the comet. H the hllat increases In proportl.:m for the next forty-eight hoeys we shall be incinerated like
corpses Inn crematory."
" Ye gods!'' gasped Connell, in horror; " Is this true!"
"It cannot be denied!"
"And with only forty-eight hours between us nnd etl'rniLy?"
"I may safely say that such is the case."
Both men were quiet pale. The lips or the youth quivered, and be
put a band on Frank's shoulder.
"Oh, Frank,'' he said, "I am not afraid to die, '.lut-only think or
her, so young, so fnir, with so much to live for. It js horrible to think
of such a fate descending upon her!"
"Nevertheless we are in the bnnds of fate," said Frank, "and we
are powerless to avert it. I am sorry for Miss Layton. But death
must come to all.''
" Oh, is there nothing we can dot"
" 1 can think of nothing!''
.
"But the dynamite," cried Coone!, eagerly. "Why not try it now!
Why not break away, II we can, from the comet's tail!''
"or what avail would It be! We would be hurled through space
to what part or the universe we cannot say.''
"As well die one way as another," argued Connell. "As you
say. We have only to die once.''
Frank was reUective.
There waf certamly logic in what Connell argued. He made up
his mind all or a sudden.
"I have decided," he said.
" What!'' asked Connell, eagerly.
" I shall try the dynaml~e.''
" God be with us now. All depends on that."
" All depends on the dynamite.''
Frank stnrted for the hold or the air-ship. But he had not taken
three steps into the cabin when an astounding thing happened.
There was an unearthly glaret a rumble and crash as of ten
tbons•md thunders. The air-ship whirled about like a top and turned
end lor end.
One moment the voyagers and nil portable articles in the cabin were
bumping against the cabin roof and then against the lloor.
It was certainly a most. terrific experience. It did not last long to
be sure.
Yet in that brief while all rf'ceived bruises which they carried lor
many days. Not one in the party bolt firmly believed thnt his last
hour bad come.
And this belief was well warranted to be sure.
But the air-ship did not go to pieces as was greatly feared. Indeed
no serious harm was done beyond the smashing of a few articles.
As soon as be was able, Frnnk was upon his feet and rushed into
the plloc house.
" W-what has happenad !'' ga11ped Connell, joining him; " for
mercy's sake, whnt has happened!"
" Look lor yourseUI" cried Frank; " on my worJ I believe the
comet has burst!"
A tremendous dense cloud of what seemed like volcanic ashes was
sifting about the air-ship.
The cause of this was not at all apparent. Presently it began to
grow more thin.
Then all was diastpated as if by a gust or wind. The air-ship dropped out or this cloud and lor the firt~t time In many weekb the blue
canopr of Beaven burst upon the view or all.
The truth crossed upon Frank like a thunderbolt from a clear sky. ·
"Heaven be praised!" be cried. "We are out of the comet's tail
at last!"
" Out ol the comet's tail!"
The cry was taken up and all the voyagers rushed into the pilot
house. Only immense clouds fading away Into the blue ether could be
11een or the comet.
The cumet or Verdi had-te~minated Its existence.
It was no more. It had run Its course. Even comets must have
an end in the law of nature.
How It had terminated its 11xistence it was not easy to guess. Certamiy in a violent way; prohably.by voluntarily bursting or collision
witll an unusually large aerolite.
The cornet's material bad been dissipated int.o the space. The airship was freed.
f)Jer~ w~s ~h!l .~no riding in the blue ether.

Instinctively all looked do'wn lor the earth.
A general exclamation of surprise escaped the lips or all.
There it was, but how strange it looked. An immense surface or
hazy blue, with great straggling patches of clouds showing agains~
it.
"Great Scotti" exclaimed Connell. "Are we not a frightful distance from it!"
"It Is impossible to calculate bow far," declared Frank.
"I swan tew man!'' gasped J·eptha. "Haow ever will we git back
thar-kin anybody tell?''
" Huh! don' yo' worry about dat!" said Pomp with tine scorn.
"Yo' kin bet yo' life dat Murda Frank he fin' de way back.''
"Be me sow!, that's tbrue enutr," agreed Barney. "Shure, did he
iver make a failure av anythin' yet!''
The confidence or Barney and Pomp in Frank's powers was unlimited.
Nothing could be distinguished upon the earth's surface.
Landscape there was none; it was only a blue, hazy wall ngainst
the skr. Dense banks of clouds intflrvened at periods.
The air ship appeared to be entirely stationary. Connell could no~
help but remark upon 'hat fact.
" We are hung up, Frank,'' be cried-" suspended in space."
The young inventor was thoughtful lor a moment.
Then he said:
" I believe that we are falling."
"Falling!'' gasped Connell.
•• Yes.''
The youth was &Rtounded,
"Why, I do not see the slightest evidence or such a thing,'' he said.
"You do notr'
" No."
" What would you regard as evidence?" asked Frank.
" Why, certain manifestations-the sensation of falling, the rapid
approach of the earth, nod-and certainly some motion or the air
ship."
Frank smiled.
•
"We are in space," he said; "there can be no agitation of atmosphere 'o r moti!)n of the air-8bip for there is no atmosphere, in
fact nbsolutely nothing to create friction or jar."
Connell looked puzzled.
"I cannot believe but that we are stationary," he said.
"At
leasL let us mnke an experiment.''
He w.ent into the pilot bonae and picked up the enc of a loose
cord. This connected with the small tlng mnst overbeaa.
He pulled on the cord nod sent tha tlag up to the peak. There
it hung listlessly and idly.
No breath of air stirred ltg folds. It did not even quiver, but
hung limply on the pole.
Connell poointed to t.te flag triumphantly.
" What did I tell your• he cried. " There Is proof!"
Frank laughed.
" Do you call that proorr•
"Well, is It notr'
" Not the least bit. It is only confirmation of my claim.''
Connell was astonished.
1
"Whv, is it not easy to see!" he cried; " If we were falling that
fiag would show agitation.''
" Again you forget," said Frank, quietly; " there is no atmosphere
here to act upon the flag. The motion of ~be atmosphere is what if!
lacking. We are absolutely in a void, in empty spate. There Is no
tangible element about us.''
Connell was not yet convinced.
" But there must be some friction If we are falling.''
"It is not appreciable.''
~gain the youth looked down at the earth. He gave a little start.
"On my word!'' 'he exclaimed; " it looks nearer!"
.
" Exactly!" said Frank confidently. " When we plunge Into the
atmosphere then your flag will fioat, but not be lore.''
"Then we ore actually sllootlng from space into tbe earth's a.tmo&phere!"
" Just so.''
"Wonderful!" cried Concel; "but-the sodden collision with the
atmosphere-the shock-can it be or harm to us!"
"Undoub~edly it would, were we to shoot at this speed all the way
to the earth. The friction of the atmosphere would consume us with
terrific heat. just as it affects the aerolite, which blazes for a moment
and disappears."
Connell wns convinced.
His !nee lit up joyfully.
"Then," he said, "we are reasonably sure of a safe return to the
e1nth!''
" I think so.''
"T~at Is good!''
" But the danger is not over yet by any means. Much may happen
to us before we reach our mundane sphere.''
"Let us hope not," cried Connell. "I wonder how long it will
take us to reach the limit or the atmosphere!" ·
" Not more than an hour I think at this rate," declared Frank.
"Yet, of course, It Is impossible to estlmote, and the space below Is,
of course, as we know, decreasing rapidly all the while. We are not
under the Influence or any power of gravitation emanating from the
earth, Quite to the contrary.''
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CHAPTER X.
SUSPENDED IN SPACE.

CoNNELL was astonished.
"Then how do you account for it," be ;mid, " that we are traveling so rapidly toward the earth!''
" Mere chance, or rather force of fortunate circumstances, that is
all. Being beyond the limit of terrestrial atmosphere, we are of course
beyond the lnlluence of the eartu's gravitation. That is easy e!Jough
to see."
"Oh, yes, or course," persisted Connell, "but what propelled us so
fr1rtonately in this direction in ·tue lirst placer•
Frank looked astonisted.
" Don't you re111ember!" he said, " the comet in its explosion, of
course, hurled us in. this direction.''
Connell looked crest-fallen.
"Oh, yes, or course," he exclaimed. "It W'!>S stupid in me not to
'
see iL. You are quite right."
This ended the discussion. Gradually the blue surface of the earth
seemed to draw l!earer.
But yet progress seemed slow. It was evident that the air-ship
was not falling very rapidly.
Frank and Connell were continually engaged In studying the earth
with a glass.
Coneiderably more than an hour passed.
It was evident that Frank was not quite correct in his reckoning.
"That is queer," be muttered. " Either we are not traveling very
rust, or else ttle distance is greater than I bad reckoned upon."
, " That is no doubt ttle &xplanation," said Connell. "It is logical.
However, we may hope to get there some time.'' .
But a dubious expression bad come into Frank's eyes. He was doin~ a heap or thinking.
However, th11 air-ship continued to draw palpably nearer to the
earth.
This was proved In the fact that the lines scirros or clouds so far
below were becoming plainer to the view.
After a time Frank <;hanged his glass for another and said:
·• I am quite sure I can see the landscape on the earth now. Do you
agr.!le with me!"
Clarence wa~ tbougbt!nl.
" Indeed it would seem so,'" he said. " Yes, there is surely a
mountain peak. An<! there-that silver basin! It must be a lake or
a bay, or perhaps part or the ocean.''
The two voyagars were now not a little excited.
But they were unable to distinguish more than this in the next two
hours.
Frank was Indeed puzzled.
, He could not understand the phenomena at all. They did not seem
tp be'lnoving a bit nearer.
A horrifying thought struck him.
Could it be that the volition or the alr ship hod ceased!
Had it lost its impetus and come to a halt in space? Was this to be
their lata!
•
. "Ugh!" be muttered. "I can't say that I like that Idea at all.
Something must be done to offset that."
But be was or course decided to first make sure or this fact. How
was this to be done!
After all it was simple enough.
For the past few hours they bod been unmistakably draw~ng rapidly
nearer to tba earth.
For the next hour if they drew no nearer, or there was no change,
be would be IL!Isured beyond all peradventure that they were anchored
in space.
Some lmpet.us, some force would be neeeuary to throw them Into
the lower atmosphere. What this should be be must in the meanwhile decide.
So be waited.
Time went on.
Tb11 hour passed.
There was no change.
Frank waited another boor and another. Thus a day and a night
passed.
,
IJ
The sun disappeared beyond the disc or t~e earth and the moon ap·
pearec. At the customary interval the sun appeared agai!).
This was evidence that they could not be more than live hundred
miles from the earth.
Frank tried some experiments.
He lit a taper. wblcb burned brightly In the atmosphere of the
cabin. He placed It ~brough a. small slide outside the pilot-bouse,
It flickered and instantly went out.
"It Is vacuum!" declared the young Inventor. "We are suspended
in space!''
" Then we are lost!'' groaned Connell: " there is no help for us!"
"Quite to the contrary,'' said Frank resolutely; "there is always
hope while there Is lifo!"
And he at once began to study out a plan for extricating the airship from Its present predicament.
Meanwhile Barney and Pomp and Jeptba bad been enjoying themeel ves in their characteristic rash ion.
Far too thoroughly Imbued wltb animal spir~ts were they, far too
buoyant to allow the exigencies or the moment, no matter bow peri·
Ions, t~ seriously interrere with pence or mind.
Barl"<ly and Pomp bad absolute faith m Frank. As for Jeptba, he
Jll!rbapt bad not a perfect realization or the situation.
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However it was, these three kindred spirils cast dull care and !earl
away and pitched in for enjoyment.
In the sanctity or the cooking galley, where Pomp reigned supreme,
they were safe.
A:nd there they spent muob of their time laughing and joking and
bavmg a good t1me generally.
Jeptha, lik'e most genuine Yankees, was a remarkable story teller.
He was particular weak upon ti.Je subject of bear storiee.
" It makes me think or a durned clever thing tbet bapened up in
Green Caonnty,'' be said, biting a plug or tobacco in twain with his
powerful teeth. " It was tber most curos thing yew ever beerd teJl
of.''
"I reckon It am a true story, snb!'' inLimated Pomp.
" Sartin; [ wouldn' tell yew a lie.''
" Begorra, it must be a bear si.Jtory thin," sold Barney miscbieV··
ously.
"Wall, in a suttin sense it is," declared Jepthn. "I kin tell yew
kin nag mutton and bar meat all · in one shot, but yew kin writ it
daown that I'm tber haytosser tbet did it."
" I s"pose yo' tired a shot dat went rroo a sheep and killed a bear,
sab!" as)ed Pomp.
·
Jeptha made a deprecatory wave or his hand.
"'Taln,t nothin' so easy as that,'' he said. "Yew see it was snaaring otl time up in old Varmount, an' I wnz out tendin; tew my s:p .
buckets, an' bed got mtew a deep part or tber woods nigh an old pastor.
"Wall, now in that pastor Jed Springle, my neighbor, bed some
eheep. 'Twas a risky thing keepin' sheep in sich a place anyway; but
bowsomdever Springle alwns was a risky cuas.
" Wall, I wuz pooty nigh tber fence when I heard a s::ramblin' an' a
terrible growl. It made tiler ground tremble like.
" Up I jumps, an' great Jerusily 1 over tbar in tbet pastor tbar wuz
a sheep run:~ing fer its life an' ther biggest black b'ar I ever seed arter
it. Time fer action, I thought.
" I jest bad my old long-barreled gun with me, an' I made over
that fence in a jiffy• . Great plums! I never seen so bii! a ba'r in my
born days! He wns as much as nine or ten feet tall, and had a mouth
on him like an alligator.
" Wall, afore I cud git atween him an' ther sheep, It wuz all over.
He jest picked tbet lamb up in his fore paws, twlSted it ·up into a
ball lika, and doused it down his throat, an' swallowed it bull on't
wool au' all.''
Barney sllp11ed out of his chair onto the Jloor with a dull thud.
Pomp, jotst in the act or tasting some spiced peppers, stuck the spoon
In his eye instead or his month.
" Mitber av Moses!" gasped Barney, "who iver beard the loikes!"
"Golly! dat am wuss den any 'possum story I eber heerd."
"Wall, It'll a clean fact. If yew don't believe, yew jist go up in
Varmonnt an' ask Jed Springle. He wnz jealous bekase I shot the
bear, an' sued me fer trespass. I got even by suing him fer keeping
dangerous animals on his premises without a license.''
"Arrah, thin It was a tame bear,'' cr1ed Barney.
" Nnw, it waru't nothing or ther kind,'' replied Jeptha, Indignantly •
"Well, yo' habn't tole us yit how yo' killed dat bear,'' said Pomp.
" Shot him, of course,'' replied Jeptha; "put a ball mter his eye,
condemn him, and killed him quicker'n yew cud say whisky. What
do yew s'pose I did with him!
" Wall, I went down an' got a yoke or oxen an· a drag an' hauled
him down to my barn-yard an' cut him open.
What dew yew s'pose
we round inside or bimf"
" De sheep, I reckon," saiu Pomp.
" or course,'' sniffed Jeptha, " but let me tell yew that warn't
nnthin', Thar wns old Jemina Grindle down tew Sprattvllle, aa bad
her house burglarized. At least, it was broke intew an' a lot or stntl
stolen, nn' every boGy sed it was a burglar.
" Wall, now, In tbet bar's belly we found six pewter spoons, tew
tin pans, a jew sharp, one print gaown, an' old pair or wimmen's shoes,
a table cloth, a crazy quilt and a fryin' pan with a hair cooked trout
in it. An' all jest as nat'ral as life; not burt in ther least. I reckon
old Aunt Grindle bes thet print gaown now as slick as ever, an' Is
cookin' brook Irout In tbet same fryln' pan.
"Ob, an' as tew ther sheep; it wasn't hurt ther least partikle, 'cept
or course it wuz dead. Never eat a better leg ov mutton in my !He.
An' Jed thought I bed no r1gbt tew it bekase tber bar wuz shot in his
pastor. Nnow, yew see, ther moment tbet sheep went lntew ~her
stumick of thet bar it wuz wiM game, an' yew know what tber lows
are in regard t.ew wild game. It's any man's property, even if be
shoots It right in yore door yard. An' tbet"s tber story of baow I
shot ther higgea' bar in Green Cnounty.''
Barney bad a coughing lit, and Pomp fanned himself with a grid·
iron.
" But thet ain't nuthln' tew tber cattymonnt I treed up in Caow
Caonnty," began Jeptba.
But be talked to empty air.
Barney bolted out of one door and Pomp through the other.
A nice soft mass or dough went suddenly kerchuck into Jeptha's
capacious mouth and nearly strangled him. It terminated the story
telling for a time.
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CHAPTER XI.
A

STRANGE COAST.

FRANK bad spent many days now pondering \upon the best and
proper move to make.
He though\ of the dynamite, hut there was even a doubt about the
efficacy or this.
~
It would be easy enough to explode the dynamite; but how to do it at
a sufficient distance from the air ship to make it safe was a problem.
Again, would the explosion be of sufficient power to effect the posi·
tion of the air ship at all! Could it be driven in the right direction!
All these matters Frank pondered well upon ere deciding what
move It was best to make.
Finally he decided upon a trial of the dynamite.
He perfected a trap with a powerful spring. This trap was placed
upon the forward deck of the air ship.
Then the young Inventor donned his helmet and went out upon
deck, accompamed by Barney and Pomp.
The dynamite bombs with a time fuse were placed upon the trap.
The trap was sprung and the bombs thrown high up into &pace. Up
they went full half a mile.
There they hung suspended. The time fuse burned out and they
exploded.
It was a terrific detonation and travelled through the echoless space,
oo one could tell how far.
But the explosiOn did not effect the air·Bhlp in the least.
The experiment was a failure.
To say that Frank was discouraged would be a mild statement.
"I am afraid ours is a hopeless case!" he said. "We must look for
the worst."
Below them, yet denied to them, was the earth and home and dear
ones.
.
To be sore there were provisions aboard for folly two years. But
what availed that!
If they were held in this position for two ye!lra, why might they not
be. held for a hundred, or during their lim!t 6r life. .Death must come
as soon as the supplies were exhausted.
There was certainly no other means of subsistence.
Game there was none. Birds could not venture into space. There
was no atmosphere for any living thing.
No wonder that the spi'rits of all fell extremely low.
Hope was abandoned.
The hours became dreary yoids, empty wastes, useless and tiresome.
Great Powers! Would nothmg come to relieve them!
Frank Reade, Jr., grown thin and pale with excessive mental strain
still confined himself to his cabin.
'
He paced np anddown recklessly. He could think of nothing ab·
solutely no plan.
'
Thus matters continued for a month.
'.' Oh, wbe~ the comet ~xploded why could it not have given us just
athttle more Impetus," cried Connell. "We might have reached the
earth.''
" It was our fate," said Fran:r, moodily, "it is decreed against us.''
"And yet-there must be a way."
" Doubtless there is, if we could only hit upon it.''
For the lirst time Barney and Pomp had become impressed with a
fear that they were not to get back to the earth again
Yet it did not &ffect their courage at all. They were brave men and
had faced death too many times to be afraid to die now.
'
The days came and went, and still the air ship bung in space.
One night Frank was aroused by Barney calling him from the pilot·
bouse.
In a few moments the youn"' inventor was by the Celt's side.
" Begorra, Mistber Frank, diu yez iver see the loikes av that! Shore
'
It's very quare!"
Above the stars and moon bung high· in the blue ether. Below there
Wa9 a remarkable display at Nature's fireworks.
Myriads of twinkling, liashlng lights were seen. They sellmed to be
shooting in all directions and toward the earth.
"Pbwat do yez call it, sort" asked Barney in amazement.
" It is u shower of meteors," said Frank. '
" Meteors, sorT''
"Yes."
" Shure, an' phwere do they come from sor!"
"No doubt .they are falling. all about us' now. They are small partlcl~a of volcn01c materml hurling from some !lXploding al'rolite or star
With such fore~ ~hat the? shoot through space into the atmosphere.
They are l!ot VISible until they get Into the air, where the friction develops their Inflammable character."
Barney nodded his head.
" That is very .quare, sor," he said, " but-howly smoke. There's
a comet, sor, commg sthraight for us!"
Barney pointed upward with a yell of terror.
Glancing: up t~rongb the glass roof of the pilot-house, Frank beheld
an astoundmg Bight.
Coming straight toward the air-ship there was a great blazing ball
of fire.
It was of mo.untainoos size, and though it must have been many
hund!Ods of m1ies away, It could be seen by its fiowin"' tail that it
was mdeed a comet.
"

But It was not a thonsanth part the size of the comet of Verdi.
Frank knew that there was no dan~er of becoming involved in ita
tall, for it was not of sufficient volume.
But this small comet was coming apparently In a straight line for
the air·ship.
•
. It was looming np momentarily to frightful proportions; certainly, if
1t should strike the alr·ship, there would be an end of it and all on
board.
That the com6t was bound for the earth there was no doubt. It
swellt>d in size like an immense balloon.
"Mercy on us!" cried Frank, aghast with horror. " We are lostt'•
But even as he spoke the comet swirled down and passed over the
air-ship. It must have been fully one hundred miles away, but its In·
liuence was distinctly felt.
The air-ship bounded and leaped and a mist enveloped it. It whirl·
ed nhout like a top and seemed to be swept away into darkness.
Frank Reade, Jr., had presence of mind enough to reach the key·
board and set the machinery going.
Then he clung to the rail acd stared out of the pilot house window.
It was a time of awful suspense to him.
He was thinking of bnf one thing and praying that it might perchance come true.
This was that the force of the comet's passage might drive the airshill down into the atmosphere.
.
If this should happen-joy! all on board would be saved.
For a time the air-ship seemed in the clutch of a fearful power.
Then gradunlly all cleared away.
Once more the sky was visible, and the stars and the moon.
A long trailing nebulous line extended far downward towards the
'
earth. But this was visible only a few moments.
The comet was gone.
It bad fallen npou the earth. Its passage was ended. The rota.
scopes were buzzing, and the air ship bad a peculiar motion.
The earth lay dark and unseen far below.
Frank stepped to the pilot house and opened It a crack. One mo.
ment be put his' hand there to learn the truth.
Air no longer rushed out of the air ship. There was an apparent
draught inward, and it was icy cold.
Not quite s~tlslied, he lit a candle and held it ont beyond the will·
dow.
It sputtered and .fiickered in the draught, but It burned.
Frank gave a gTeat shout. .
It brought all the sleepers from their berths In a burry,
" W-what's the matter?" cried Connell in a confused way as he
rushed into the pilot bouse.
'
" Matter enough!" shouted Frank. " We are saved!"
"What?" '
"We are out of space at last, and In the ;~rth's atmosohere.''
For a moment this announcement fell upon the air ·or the ~in '
which was followed t1y a deep silence.
'
Then a great about of joy went up.
The voyagers, in their delight, fairly embraced each other and
danced like maniacs.
" Saved, saved!"
It drove them almost delirious with joy. To think that after all
their marvelous experiences they were actually to reach tbe earLh
again.
Actually t? get back to home and friends.
Life had never seemed 10 dear, the future never so bright. It was
!Ike coming out of a dungeon, or like finding one's way out of a llv·
.
mg grave.
" Let us go down at once, Frs.nk,'' cried Connell. " It seems as If
I ~ust at least set foot on earth again to consummate my joy.''
'We wlll descend," replied Frank, "bn~had we not better wait
for day!"
" No, no! Go down at once!"
,
So the air-ship was allowed to descend rapidly.
Or course the nearer It drew to the earth the stron"'er the currents
of air, though hardly les11 cold.
""
. IL became necessary to put on warm garments for the cold was
bitter.
'
But down sank \he air-ship.
~
'l'hrough many miles of atmosphere the Cloud Cutter descended.
Sudd~nly Frank liashed the search·light downward. A rocky coast,
beset With beating waves, was seen.
There was no s1go of human haliitalion anywhere.
•
,It was as.bleak and forlorn a place as one could hope to find anywnere, but It looked wonderfully attractive to the vovaaers
It was a patch of Mother Earth, and that was enough.. '
Down sank the air-ship.
'
A land~ng pl~ce was selected upon the shore and at a safe distance
from the mcommg waves.
Here the air-ship rested. Anchors were thrown out. Then the
voyagers leaped over the ra!l.

,
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CHAPTER XII.
ON WHICH PLANET-THE END,

THEY fell down and kissed the earth in their excessive JOy, It was
like a glimpse of Heaven to them.
Words cannot adeqoaLely describe the situation.
It was a time of joy and thanksgiving. All were in high spirits.
Soon the light of day began to creep over the land.
Then the party looied out upon the strangest and wildest scene they
had ever beheld.
The coast was barren, and 'bleak and desolate beyond descripti n.
The sea bad a peculiar crimson hue instead of the usual green.
There was no sign of vegetation. No apparent limit to the scene
about them.
"On my word," cri~d Connell, "this does not look like the earth."
In an instant the same thought ran through the hearts of all. Each
turned pale.
" Can it be-that-" began Connell.
"Where are we!" exclaimed Frank; "truly as you say this does
. not look like the earth. And yet-it cannot he anything else."
"Yes," said Connell, with a sudden chill. "We may be upon
another planet."
"Impossible!"
"Nothing is impossible in my vision now. We have gone through
so many stran~e experiences. How far we were carried in that com·
et's tall, we do not know. It may have been millions of miles."
" Begorra, let's make the best of it," cried Barney. " Shure if it's
another planet we're on, it'll not be mendin' matthers to foind fault
now. We'll be 1megrants fer shore.''
This was philosophy.
But philosophy or practicability to a homesick soul is a nauseating dose mdeed.
·
Our voyagers did not seem to partake.readily of Barney's cheerful
spirit.
Barney turned a handspring and Pomp began to walk around on
his han(ls.
·
As for Jeptha, he filled his pipe for a smoke. It could be said that
the others envied tbe equanimity or this trio at the moment.
And a blessilng Indeed is a disposition so cheerful, that trouble and
even danger can be met so easily. Connell could not understand it.
Howev<~r, the other trio composed themselves after a fashion, and
resorted to the deck of the uir-ship to talk matters over.
" Come, come!" said Frank, with an effort at bracing up, "there is
no evidence bot that we are upon the earth. We have probably landed on the borders or what whalera call the Crimson Sea, up beyond
ths North Cape, and which is only open certain years or mil1nesa of
season.''
"Does such a spot exist on the earth!" asked Connell.
"Oertainly."
"Then let us be more cheerful,'! cried Eetelle. "I feel sure that
we are upon our na~lve sphere.''
" or course we are,'' cried Frank. " It is folly to believ'e anything
different. So let us be off."
Frank called to Barney and Pomp.
B:lt lirst a hearty breakfast was indulged in. Then a number of sea
birds came &ntlinsr down over the cliffs to reassure the voyagers
that they wem really on earth.
After the breakfast was over the air ship ascended.
Fur to the northward, as the compass read, there was a region or
snow and Ice.
'
The air ship set out in the opp:>site direction.
It sailed across the l:>ig bay and approached a mighty headland.
" That looks like the North Capel" cried Connell.
"No,'' said Frank; "it is a larger promontory.''
The bay bad been crossed, and they were over a wild and rocky
ehore when the air ship began to sink.
Barney was m the pilot bouse.
Frank shouted to him:
" What are you doing Barney! Pot on more current! We don't
want to descend here!"
" Shure, sor, ivery bit av the current is on," replied the Celt, " but
shore it don't make anv difference.''
In an instant Frank was upon his feet.
A sudden fear had seized him; he rushed Into the pilot house.
The switch was set as far as it could posstbly go. The air-ship was
surely sinking.
" What can be the matter!" muttered the young !nventor.
He sprang down into the engine room; he quickly inspected the
delicate electrical machinery.
This told the story.
"My soul!" he exclaimed; " we are in a bad scrape now!"
"What iB tho matter?" asked Connell, who had followed him.
" The air-s!lip can carry us no further," said Frank, " the ecgines
bave gone back on us!"
" But-can they not be repairedf'
"No; there is no way but to put almost all new machinery into the
air-ship, ~nd that could not ba done at any other place but mv shops
•
in Readestown.''
The situation was truly an appalling oce. For a moment Connell
did not epeak.
" We are In a bad scrape," continued Frank. "You see we hn'fe
tra'feled many thousands of miles, and the atr·ship bas been through
many hard experiences.''
"Indeed, that Is true," agreed Connell, "but what are we to do?"
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" That remains to be seen. If we are really upon the earth and
not some one of the planets we are all right, because at this season or
the year we can work our way along the coast down into Norway."
"You are right,'' said Connell, his spirits rising, "but wLat a pity
that you will lose your alr·Bhlp. Of course it will likely be a Joss."
"Ob, certainly," agreed Frank, "it would not pay me to come
back here for it. I can build another for the money it would cost.
You see her engines are worth nothmg and her hull has, of course,
been severely racked and strained. She will be a total loss to me."
" It is too bad!"
But Frank laughed.
.
"It is all right," he declared, "it won't break m~. I shall give up
air-ships for a while now anyway. I have several other schemes on
hand now.''
"Indeed!''
" Before we left home I drew the pluns for a submarine boat. That
will be my next enterprise.''
Connell was interested.
'
" I shall hope to see that when it is linisbed," he cried. " You will
grant me the privilege.''
" Why, of course," replied Frank, "but what if we are not really
upon our ~alive sphere! Wbat:if I never see Readestown again?"
"We wtll pray that such will nat be the case.''
Tbev now went hastily upon deck.
The air-ship was but a short distance from the ground now.
1
Barney selected a place for the air-ship to rest.
It struck the eartiJ and then the voyagers leaped over the rail. Therewas the end of their aerial voyage right there.
Preparations were at once made for taking leave of the Cloud Cutter.
All necessary and valuable articles that could be ramoved war&
.taken by the voyagers.
Then the doors of the beautiful air-ship were locked and it was left
alone in that desolate part of the earth.
There It may be at this day for aught we know. That it bas never
been discovered it is sale to say, and doubtless, snows and ice storms
have weather beaten it to uselessness ere this.
The voyagers took a sad leave or the air-sl.tlp.
They knew by the keen edge In the air that winter was near at
hand, and that there was llttle time to lose in getting out o! that
bleak regton.
For a winter spt.nt there would not be a desirable experience. So
they set their faces southward.
Along the coast they trudged with steady step. It was not possi·
ble to make long marches or to travel exceedingly fast, on account of
Estelle, who was not over strong.
But steadily, day after day, they made their way along the coast.
Their provisions hung out well, and they were able to bag somEt
small game each day:
At night they camped in niches In the cliffs, or under some overhanging rocks.
After they bad traveled thus for some days, an incident occurred
which pnt a new face upon affairs.
They bad just turned an angle in a high cliff wall, and came In sight.
of a little sandy strip of beach.
.
There, upon the boach,lwas a boat elegantly trimmed with brass,
and fiying a small 1lag. It was the Stars and Stripes.
Six blne·clad seamen ~ere walking along the strand. With a great
shout Connell sprung toward them.
" Hurrah!" he shouted; "friends at last!''
He fairly embraced the lieutenant of the marines, who gave his
name as Chester Fairfax, of the United States Revenue Cutter, Bear.
The Ueu\e::~ant listened with amazement nne incredulity to the story
told by the aerial voyagers.
But be said:
"You are countrymen of mine and in distress-J cannot refuse to.
aid you. If you will come aboard my vessel I will land you safely at
Christiana, where you can get a steamer for England, thence home.'"
"Yon are kind indeed," said Frank warmly. "That will make us ·
all right, and we will repay Unci~ Sam some time\"
" Uncle Sam asks no pay for protecting l1is subjects in a foreign
land,'' said Lieut. Fairfax. " I am pleased to assist you.''
It Is now a short story.
The voyagers were taken aboard the revenue cotter, and as Fairfax bad promised, w,e're some days Jatar at Christiana.
It was not difficult at this Norwegian port to get a steamer for Eng.
land.
There they secured passage on board a steamer for New York.
But on all hands they met with a peculiar experience.
Nobody could be induced to believe their wonderful story. It was
regarded as an improbable yarn.
·
"Lost in a comet's tail! How utterly ridiculous! Why, the tail (lf
a comet Is a blazing mass of lire, and would speedily have consumed
them and their air ship.''
These were the comments made.
Connell grew angry.
" That is ali the sense they have!'' he cried. " It Is useless to try
to convince ignorant people. But we have had the experience and
know it for a fact.''
" Wall, thet's enough fer me,'' declared Jeptha, "an' I don't keer
a copper cent what tber rest on 'em thinks.''
" Begorra, it's all loire they're afther thinkin' us," declared Barney.
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"Dey jes' orter hab de same 'sperience to convince dem," said
Pomp.
But Frank's friends In lleadestown believed the story.
Indeed, scientific men readily accepted the !acts, and in all astron·
omical circles the voyagers were literal lions. Tlus satisfied them.
The author obtained the facts directly from the lips of Frank Reade,
Jr. himself, and such testimony is unimpeachal,le.
" I can say this truly," the young inventor declares, "that of all in·
cidents of my varied and exciting career, this has been In all respects the strangest and most thrilling."
We know that this will satisfy the reader, so with his kind per:nis·
s10n we close tile matter.
Frank Reade, ~r., Barney and Pomp returned at once to Readestown.
,
A8 hr the two lovers, Clarence Connell and Estelle Layton, life
opened new vistas of happiness to them.
or course they married and settled down happily. But they are
frequent visitors at Re:vlestown and Frank Reade, Jr.'s warmest
friends.

Of course they will never forget that thrilling experience on board
the air-ship In the comet's ta11. It is a subject of constant discussion.
And Jeptha, the valiant hunter of bears and cattymounts, hied him
back to his beloved old Varmouot.
l<' rank Reade, Jr., received this letter from him some time ar~er
wards:
" DEF.R RRED,-I arriv in Sprattville 0. K. It seems good tew be
hum. All ther gals are arter me, an' t.her people are t.nrKin about running me fer High Sheriff. P'raps 1'11 accept, but I'm goin' ter hev wun
more b'ar hunt, no' If yew'll cum up here an' jine me I'll guarantee
yew more b'ar tew ther sqnar inch than )'ew'll lind anywhar else atop
o ther earth. Beet respex tew yew, frum yore everlastin' friend,
" JEPTHA JONES.' 1

With tbis, dear reader, let us take a kiorl farewell of the characters of our story of a filgilt in Lbe air with Frank Reade, Jr.
LTHE END.]
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troW TO KEEl> AND 1\IANAGE PETS.-Givlll6 complete tarormatroll
as to the manner and method of raising, keep!~, taming, breeding
and managing all kinds of pets. Also giving full mstructionil fo!
q~aklng ca~es, nests, etc. Fully explained by 28 han9Bome illustrations, makmg it the most complete book of the kind ever published.
Price 10 cents. Addres.J Frank Tousey, publisher. 84 and 86 North
Moore street. New York. Box 2730.

BOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and card tricks, coutaining full instruction of all t:..J leading card tricks of the day, also
· the most popular magical Illusions a8 performed hy our leading
magicians; every boy should ~btain a copy, as It will both amuse
i,
and Instruct. Price 10 cents. For ~'<ale by all newsdealers in the
United States and Canadat..or sent to any address, postage free, ou
receipt of price. Address .1rrank l'ousey, publisher, 84 and 86 North
Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.

liOW '1.'0 BECOME YOUR OWN DOC'l'OR.-A wonderful booK, eon·
talnlng useful and practical information In the treatment of ordinary
diseases and ailments common to every family. Aboundln~ In useful and efrecttve recipes for general complaints. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all newsdealers In the United Statett and Canada, or sent
to your address, post paid, oc receipt of the price. Address Franll:
Tousey, i!Ubllsber, 84 and 86 North ~oore Street, New York. Box
2730.

liOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight explained by his
• former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the secret dill"
loguea were carried on bt~twetln the magician and the boy on the
~age; also giving all the codes and signals.
'.rbe only autllentio
explanation of second sight. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address;
postage free, on receipt of the price. Address Frank ·rousey, pubHeber, 84 and 86 North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.

llOW TO DO TRICKS Wl'l'H CARDS.-Contalnlng c::'Jlanatl~ or me
general principles of sleight-of-ha~•d applle:-.ble to card tricks; of
card tricks with ordinary cards, a1 ..1 not requiring· slebtbt-of·hand;
of tlicks involving slei~ht-of·band, or tile use of specially prepared
cards. Dy Professor Haff'ner. With illustratlous. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, to any addre11s on
:!'er.eipt ol price, by Frank Tousey, publll!ber, 84 and 86 North Moore
Street. New York. P. 0. Box 2730.

BOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A valuable book, giving
instructions in oollectlug, mounting and pre~erving birds, animals
and insects. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the
United States and Canada, or sent to your addreus, postage free, on
receipt of the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 84 an~ 36
North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Contalnlng all the leading conun•
drums of the day, >\musing riddles, curious catchflil and witty say·
ings, Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the United
States and Canad1\, or sent to your address, post paid, on receipt ot
the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 84 and 86 North
Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY is the title of a very val1lo
ab1e little book just published. A complete compendium of gamea.
sports, card diversions, comic recreations, etc., suitable for p&'lor or
drawing-room entertainment. It ·contains m.ore for the money thaD
any book published. Sold by all new'Jdealers, or send 10 cents to
Frank Tousey, publisher, 84 and 86 North Moore street, New
and receiva it by return mail, post paid.

BOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.-".. complete treatrse
on the horse. Describing the most userul horses for business, the
~st for the road; also >aluable recipe~; for diseases peculiar to the
horse. Prict~ 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers In tlJe United
States and Canada, or sent to your address, postage free, on rec«lipt
of price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 84 and 86 North Moore
Street. New York. Box 3100.

I
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frapk Tousey's flapd Books.
Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per Copy.
No.1.

No. 15.

Napoleon's Oracu1nm and Dream Book.
Containin~

the great oracle of buman deati117; also the

'~ba~::•:e~~~n1l:o:~!~u~::. ~.:ri~e:::fs~~tbX 0~~~
plote book. Price 10 oeDtL

No.2.

HOW TO DO TRICKS.
l'he _.eat book of maglc and card trioks, oont&lnlnlf foJJ
(D.atraotion of all tbe le11ding card tricks or tbe day, also
tbe mOIIIi popular maaica.l it1ueiona as performed by our
:~tt:.~h~:~:'!:;d ,~~~U~~~ 8~~i~~ 1g~~:!.a COpJ, AB it

No.3.

No. 28.

HOW '1'0 'l'llLL FORTUNES.

Tbts wonderful book preseoto you with tbe example and
life experience of some of the most noted and wealthy men
in the world, including the self-made men of our oountl'y.
Tl1e book Is edited by on• of the most successful men of
the present. &lr&t whose own esample is in ftseU guide
enough for those who aapire to fame and money. The
book will give :ron the secret. Price 10 ceo to.

Every one is desirous of kaowing what his future life wu t
brine forth, whether b&PJline88 or mi~ery, Yeoltb. or po.,.

0

HOW TO KEEP NA. W~DOW GAltDEN.
tai t

f 0 11 i

t

ti

f

«~,Odenne~~er in t!~~u:r g~~nt~~' ~~'d

8

t:: ~:St ~a w~~ov~
e

t

t"

· d

6

1

:~1bey~~~~!~~ ~efig~~~: 8o~:~~rt~·~:.boT!il t~:>;g::
11

unea of your friends.

Price 10 cents.

·

No. 29.

HOW 'fO BECOME AN INVENTOlt.

:o':~'e~g{..;~o:~~mk~W.wg~~: ;:;::;.~?e"." ;~~\~.;-t;f~t:r~:;~

..
draulios, mr.gnetiam, optics, pneuma~cs, mecb'aDIC..-eto..
eto. The most iuetructive book publi8bed. PrioelO 'Oeilt&

methode for raising beautiful flowers at home.
moat
complete book of tbe kind ever published. Price10 ceutA.

HOW '1'0 l'LIRT.
~:tv. 'l.~:~dn~iJ.~ft~~~~l:.~sa::e{~~~:~r~·~~~~.~.:-~~~~
~·g;~f~i:t~rt~~f~;;~:::-:nad'~e~:it.n~~:"!~og~!.}!~':.tl~
~"o\0~~~:;: !'lt'l:'.:':l~~~· ~~olg ~~J.o=~r.

/

HOW TO BJ<..'<!O.ME RICH.

No. 30.

No. 17.

HOW '1'0 COOK.

No. 18.

HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.

HOW '1'0 DRESS.

You can·

No, 4,

HOW 1'0 DAN(,'E

No. 31.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.

lo the title of a new and haodoome little book just lsaned

One of the

~~~a';,'!.~a~nl~;g~~~l~~oi~ {g~;:~i.Dif olf Ill

aimple, and almost ooatle88. Read this book and be connuced how to become beautiful. Price 10 ceota.

bri~rbtest

and

moo~

valuable little booke ever

~lli:~~i.=eu~ti:Orbt:ib!Jf-~~o~'~ridc:r~~:~;.~~~~ ~~~-:u:Ob~~~trfC:~dbot~v~r:~~o:~d"):~:J.'. ~b:ws:CC::t t
all popnu.r

6

Oootaloiog fourteen llloatratlooo, glvlna- tbe dllfereot poettiooa reQuisite to btteome a good speaker, reader ancl
elooutinniet. Also containin~ gems from all the popul&l'
au~bora ~f prose and poe~, trpa1:1ged in the moat aiitlpJ•
au oonc1ae manner poMI e.
rJ ce 10 cente.

No. 32.

No.5.
No, 19.
HOW TO RIDE A RWYCLE.
HOW TO MA.K.E LOVE.
FRANK TOUSEY'S
Handa;;omely illustrated, and contain ina fun directions f•
1
Distance Tables, Pocket Com· ;i~~n;~::i~~~iiiru:rr~tt!:~!~~~ di~1~l~':: l:~~~i~~~=
:e:~Pe1 a:3J:~~:u~s1 ~~ed C:ti~~:t l! :~,~:b=.~:d~;i~~ Pnited Statespanion
a machine. Price 10 cents.
and Guide.
~ curiont~ and intereeting thina• not eener&llilmown.
10 cente.

No.6.

HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
Ghintr fnll inotrn·o tlon for <be nee of dumb-bello, lodiu
elube:,~eara11el bare, horizontal bare end V&t'ioua otba
tDeth a of develo~ing a ~ood, bealth7 muscle; eontaini=
o•er
illuetrat one.
very boy can become &trona a
;alt};t.f f following the instructions contained in tbl
tie bOok. Price 10 cent a.

lixtt

No.7.

HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.
8
l!:~g:o::.~ ~::-:~~ :!tnfn°:~~hibneg~~~!~~ !i:::~~

bird, bobolin~ blackbird, paroque\, parret, etc., etc.. Pr1ce
10cente.

No.8.

HOW '1'0 BECOME A. SCIE~-rriST.
A. ueeful and instructive book, ghing a complete treatise
on chemis~ry; aJeo, exoerimenta in aoouatica., mechanics,
ma.thematics, chemistry, and directions for makina fireworks, colored fires, and ga.s balloons. Tbie book cannot
he equaled. Price 10 cents .
No.9.

HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.
BJ B&1T7 Kennedy. Tbe secret given aw&y. Rvel"J intelli
•ent boy readin~ t.bie book of instructions, b7 a ~tactical
srofeaso~deJhc ting multitndea every ujght with ta won..
erftal
tationa). can master the· art. and create ant
amount of fnn !.o r himself and friends. It is ~be greatest
book e•or publi&lled, and there 'a milllooo (of fun) Ill it.
Price 19 coata.

Gl"rina- the olllclaJ dlstaocea on all the railroads ot the
United ijtetes and Oaoada. Also, table of distences b7
water to foreign porta, back fue• in the princifal citie•t
reoorta of the census~to., etc., makina it one o the moe
complete .and haodr oka published. Price 10 ceote.

No. 33,

HOW '1'0 BEHAVE.
~:S~!::n~~~ :!'~8~u!~~~~!dt~~::~~f0~o~gPS:i~f!~ ~~

No.20,

advantage at part.iAs. balls, the theater, church, and in tbe
dr'awing room. Price 10 cente.

A VOl"J valuable little book just published. A. complete
compendium of gamee, sports, card-diversions, comic

HOW '1'0 FENCE.

How ·to Entertain an Evening Party.
r:~[:t::::::t~~·i ~~~~8 ':o~:r~~~ ~t:~:!~:"'tb~:
book pnhlisbed. Price 10 ceo to .

l

::;

No. 21.

No, 34.

HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.
~::e:r "'lt ~~':r~r:: ~,rt~~~:~~!~h!b~!ta!~~i"~~Jt~

No. 35.

HOW TO PLAY GAMES.

0

fi:,~~ o~:.~~!r::cY~s\.•n:r~~lO~e~t!.ether

A complete and useful lit.tle book, ccotalning the ralea
with deacrip- and regulations of biiHarde, bagatelle, backaammon.. oreQuet, dominoes, etc. Price 10 cents.

No.22.

No. 36.
CONUN~RUMS.

HOW TO DO SECOND SlGH'f,

HOW TO SOLVE

Heller's second a~ht explain ad by bia form~r asatatant, Containing alJ tbe leading conundrnms of tbe daJ, amuatq'
Fred Hunt, Jr.
z~lai'mng bow the secret dialoaueewere riddles. curioua catches and witty aayiup. PricelO.oezata;
oanied on between t e magician aad the boy on the aUoge;
No. 37,
:~';~:!~:::~~ '~:OO~•:i:bt~ e1ri:~~O ~~nets~nlt authentic

HOW TO .K.El.'P HOUSE.

4

~n~d' ~.!~T:oa;.~i ~~:!~i,i:.!~ tb~u~:~f hi!.~c'lri~'-'1
No.24.

0

0

::r::.rr::u~e b:o~.~: ftb:rl~dt!:::t;o~ :o,! to b:xu:;::~
oa.t an instructor. Prioe 10 ceata.

No. II.

HOW TO WRITE

HOW TO WRITE LE'l"l'ERS TO GENTLE·
MEN.

OOtitalaiag full direction• for wrltfDI' to gentleman on an
nbjec!ta; ilao eivinanmple letters for instruction. Price
10 oenta.

LOVE·~·

A. moa~ complete little book. oootelniolf fuU dlrectlooo for
writlae lov.-letten, aud when te uae them; &lao eiv·j q
opeoimon lo~ten lor both young and old. Price 10 Collta.

NO.I2,

BOW TO WRITE Lt.:'f'l'ERS TO

tiDIE..~

Ghina co-lete ln&tructioaa for w<itin' !etten to ladieo
:;~~.,~~!:;J.G=~:.ttera of introduction, not.ee and re.

No. 13.

How to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.
!l'r!t~ ~:~::~=~· ·~~::~t:a·;~~~1 ::trt~ ~~~r~~
happlnoao In it.

No. 38.

'

HOW TO BECOME YOlJR OWN DOmOR.

HOW TO BOX.
The llrl of oelr.defoDoe made euJ• Oontt.laina over thlrtr
Ulu.W&tlooa of ln&Ne, blowe a a tba dilferent &':iUoD& of

ltrls.

It conteino Information for everrbody, boya,
mill
and women; it will tetwh 700 bow to make aJm tJBtanythm.
HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.
around the honea, 6neh aa parlor ornamonte, bracket'
.l!:ve..,body dreamo, hom the little child to tbe "'led man eemeote. H!Oii•ll harpe, and bird lime for oatohlntr birdo.
&nd WOm&a. 'J'bi8 little book rV88 the IIpJanaiJOn to alJ Price 10 CftntA.

No.23.

eeute

No. 10.

\

Containing full tnstractfon for rencing anrl the use of th•
broadsword; also instruction in arobery . Described "Whb
twenty.one practical illustrations, Jliving th e best poeition.e
in fencing . A COlnplete book. Price 10 cent.s.

No.25.

A wooderfru book, cohtaloloa- uoefnl and puctlcal Info,_
mation in tbe treatment of ordinary diseases and aU meat.
common to e't'ery familJ. A bonndinll' in neefui "net effectl't'e reeipea for general oom.plainte Price 10 Cf'Df&

No. 39.

How to Raise Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons ancJ
Rabbits.
A. usefnl &ad lnatrnot~e book. Handoomel7 llluotrahd.
B1 Ira Drofraw. :;'rice 10 oente.

HOW TO BEOOME A GYMNAST.
entalolalf fall laatn>otlono for all klodo of .,.nutio

:~ti!;-..::'d:~:="*~~':~!l~~n~t:~~j
fol book. PrioelO cents.

::dl==

No.26.

HOW TO ROW, SilL .AliD BtJILD A. BOAT.
Fall, llluotrated. Ev...., boJ obould know how to row and
Mil a boa~. Fnll lnotruottooo are ~riven in thiollttle boolt
&Ggetber with inetruotione on ewtmming and riding. com·
panjoo oporte to boat!o(l. ,_.':'rice 10 oe!'t~.

No. 27.

~-40.

HOW TO M

.AND SET TIUPS.

Jnoludinlf hints on bow to catch Moleo, Woaoela. O.ttar,
Rats, SQ_nirrela and Birds. Also how t,o cure Hkina. eo.;
piously tllDJtrated. BJ J. Harrington Keene. l'rlca II
cente.

No. 41.

Tlte Boys of New York End Men's Joke Book.
Oontelolo11 ft ~rreat variety of tbe Iateet jokeo need b7 tbe
most f4Jnous end men. No amateur minatx:ele is-complete
without tbio 1f<>ncte..ruJ Jitt.lo book. Price 10 c•ots.

HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECI·
TA.TIDNS.
The Boys of New··~York Stomp Speaker.
0
~~~':ll'..'!~~ w::~ct PdJ~1!:~~·~!~::.i!~"f~g'~1.5~ ~~t1!:!'1t.lfh.1 edAt:.,ao~e~~~~~J~C!~.8PJ":~tfi·eNt"b~
pleceo, to~rolohor with man:r standard readlnaa. Price 10
..~

No. 14.

HOW TO BAKE CANDY.
A eomplole baud-book for makio~rallldnda of ooody, foeoream, ayrupe, eBBencea, eta., etc, Price 10 oe DtB..

ceata.

For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of price.

Box 2730.

for home amunment and amateur ehowa.

Price 10 cent&.

Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.

,

Latest Issues of

THE

EOMIIT

5

oENT

Latest Issues of

LIBRARY.

frank Reade Library

YDUNG SLEUTH LIBRARY,'

By"Noname."

By the author of " Young Sleuth."

P rice 5 Cents.

Price 5 Cents.

No.
62 Frank Re&de .Jr.'s Electric Ice Boat; or, Loot in the
Land of Orimooo Sno... l'art 11 .
63 Frank Reade, Jr., and Hi• En&ine of tbe Olouds; or.
Qb...,d Around the World in tho :ikJ.
64 Frank Reade, Jr. 'o Electno Orclooo; or, Thrilling Ad•enturea in No M•LD' a Land. ¥art I.
65 Frank Reade. Jr.'a Electric Cyclone; or, Thrilling Ad·
ventures in No Man'e Land. Part 11.

66 Tb~r ~~~~~ut;:t:~lb~r:Hft:!~k olf~~est:.··

io

Searob

6'1 Frank .Re&de, Jr.. a•d Hie Electric Air-Boat; or, Hont-

68Th~\~~ ~~·:::o:,~ ~~c;,.O:-Reade, Jr,

No.
68 YooRI( Sleuth's Long Trail: or, The Keea Detectin•

Yo!!~er;re~t:.:~~~r?,re

69

One Hundred .

Dilemma; or, One Obance io

0061 Young
Yo:r~\iS~i!~~ :bn8dJ~:o~:n~~ b~vt:: n'::::: B&JI;
g)'eutih'a Big Oontract; or, ()l~aoiog Oat tbe
TbUt>;B ot Baltimore

6'.1 Youne Sleutb BetrAred ; or, The Falae Detective'• Vil-

lainy.

63 Yol'.u~.Sioutb'o Terrible Teat; or, Woa at $he Rillt of

Among the
Cowboys Witb bie New Eleotrio O&rnt'&D.
69 Jhom Zone to Zone; or, The Wonderful Trip of Frank
Roade, Jr., With Hia Latest Air-Sbi,.
70 Ji'rank Reade, Jr., and Hie .l!.lectrio Prairie Schooner;

=i~~~= ~~e:t~ 1!,~.~~~ !~~He~itJ!rt~n!!~~:~~ag:~~:

of the
Lakes; or, A Journey Tbrou:fi! Africa br Water.

f!8 Yo~~~·~t'.~!~S:! .~~· Fem& e !smucgler; or, W orking

7t

Fr:!~,; ~w~!~':.~ S'r~.~~~·~i~cm:.r~!··o~uiaer

72 Ad~~~~iu:::~:\v~~b ~=~•w EJ~:t~:·,v~:a . c the
00

73 Six

Week~t~

in tbe Clouds; or, Fr&.Dk Reade, Jr.'s Air-

~~P~;.3~~~ei~:r~! ~rr ~!:-r; or, Aroaad the

74

Globe io 'fbirt.J Daye.

76 Frank Reade, Jr .. and Hie FIJillg Ice Ship; or, Driven

Mi

0

76 Fr!,dkriit.'.:'.t~~·J~ !:~
Electric Sea Engine; or,
Huotioa for a Sunken DiaJnond Mine.
77 Frank Reade, Jr. ~: xploring • Submuaine Mountain;

8

78 Fr:k~;~te~bJ'r~:t~::'ct~lC:b:u~'k'board: or, 'l'brilling
AdYeotorea in North Aaetralia.
79 Fr;!J!<.:.::."o'!J•ii;'i;,': ~~~~~bl~~r :~:.Sea Serpent; or, l!ht
80 Frank Re&de, Jr.'• Deaer~ Explorer; or, The Undergroand Oity of the Sabara.
81

Fr~~~,.~~et!:~~ :.~~~~b ~!':,lj t~~· ~~~~

Part I .
Reade, Jr. • New Electric Air-Ship, $be "Zo~!~t~i~r, From NoriJl to South Around the Globe.
83 Aorosolhe Frozea Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'a Electric
Snow Uutter.
84 Lo:~~o~\~: lub~~~~J~cnX:;!?h;eo•~if::£'.~ Reade,
85
82

Fra<~k

Jr..

Yr!'.u~c'ff::::f!' ~:,·F,:ft~ t~:Ob~~:!.ri~i!,~~~b~~·rthi~
86
Fr~.nMf:::-,~~ ~:;ir,11 gt.~~t~."oh~:!i~r~~·tp:~, 'fr~
81 Frank Re!lde, Jr.'s

~~~per of the

88 Uot!:r ~~~Ae:n~~

Prairie; or, Figbtiog

to:'a8 ~~~u':~'ci

Milee; or, Frank

89 Fr~t'dite~~:
~~~dS~!':.!:~'ifo.r tbe Silver Whale;
Under tbe Ocean in the Electric'' Dolpbia ."
90

or,

FrW:a~::fu,' .Z~:.~:!~:·~:"~!r~eA~;ir:Ua~ild and

91 Frank Reade, Jr.'a Searcb For & Lost lllaa in Hie Lat.eat Air Wonder.
12 Frank Reade, Jr., In Oeotr&l India; or, The Search
For tbe Loot Sav&nta.
93 Tb.r-~~"U'o5e~•l~b~db~~P~:a~k Reade Jr.'a Wonderful
94 Over the Aodoo With Frank Reade, Jr., io Hio New
Air-~bip; or, Wild A4lventures in Peru.
95 Frank Reade. Jr. 'a Prairie Whirlwind; or, 'l,be Mr ltttry
of the lildden Oanyoo .
Under tbe
Sea; or.
Reade, Jr.•r. Seart~h
for the Cave of Pearle Willi His New ~ubtn•rwe
Oroiser.
9T Around the Horizon for 'l'en Thousand Milee; or,
~'rank Reade, Jr.'s Wonderful 1'rip With H11 AirShip.
98 Fraok lteade, Jr.•s "' Sky Scrapet';" or, North and
Sooth Around the World .
99 UnJl:~~.eJ~~:G~~[:.T l:b~~~In~ ~g;:e:: or, }"'raok
100 From Ooast to Uoaat; or, Frank Rea1e Jr.' e T rip
Acro88 Africa in Hia Electric u Boomerang.••
101 Fnuk Reade, Jr., aod llia EleQtric Oar; or, Outwit-

96

ltn

Yellow

Frank

~t,: t~:Sffe;:~ta~::~; tbe Moon; or, Frank Reade.

Jr .'a Great Trip With Hia Now Air-Ship, IJle
uscu.d.'.

103 100 Mil eo Below tbe Surface of the Sea: or, Tbe Jlfarvelona 'frip or Frank Reade, Jr.'a •• H ard- l::i.bell"

Submarine Boat

104

Ai~~n~~:;gb;~oJ;I:•t;,~rb~J'n~l~a't;oittr·iiirbN~~

l OG

Au::tdtr!:io.!t;f·~~ Wf:~8ifi:~~~~~:, :r.•~(}r~trt:,'

l07

Fl~t f~ih!~~uC:a!bWi~~\1f~ .?fiv~f:n~ ~~:!;bu~~a

New

~lectric •Wagon.

106 Uj0~ec:::.r 0~~~.n~aoile~'f~~~,k .Keade. Jr.'•.SubmarlUI

·~V'o~a!:ru~ 1 ':r~~meiiittr· ~~nkN~,:ad1ir~8-~iPMt~!

1

.. Jrlaab."
109 Lost in the Gr.at Undertow: or, Fnuk Reade, Jr.'s
~uhmarine CroUe 1n tbe Gulf ~t1-eam.
110 .l'rqm 'fropio to Tropic: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Lateat

lll

1

0

TJ~~; ':!'J' ~i t~~ h::'u?~~ an

A lr-Sbip; or, Frank
Roade, Jr.'a Great Mid-Air Flight.
112 The Undoargrou o d Sea; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Subterr&neao Cruise in His tiubmariae HoAt.
J13 The MJSt.erioua Mirap; or, Frank: Rea.de, Jr.'• DeMrt
Searok for a Seore$ OitJ "ltb Ria New Overland
Ohaise .
114
T~:.x~~~7:.!·~:~J::·..~~a~~et:i~hJa'i~ 8lf:.•s\!~:
the '' Flhclat."
115 ¥or Six Weeta Huried in a Deep Sea Cave; or,
Frank Reade, Jr .'s Gr.at ~abm&rJne Searob .
116 'fhe Galleon'• Gold; or, li'rank .Reade, Jr."a Deep ~ea
Search.
~l

Latest Issues of

r, i~:-Greatest
:~ ~\:~~~:: t:~ ~~k~e~r(n~~r:~"fc!::tn!~~~~Ruse.
~

69 Youae Sleuth'• Lightning Obaogea: or, Tbe Gold llrick
Gana_'l"a.ken In. .
70 Yoanl( Slooth and tbo Owla or Owl Mountain; or, The

n Yo~:;&r.:Jt~~:t~~J~~~:~!r:;, The Keea Deteothe'•
Beat Knook· Ou._
'12 YoC~:o~~~uth'• tihai'J)a; or. Sharp Work A.mczag Sbarp
7S Youoa Sleuth's t:;eten Signa; or, Tbe Keeo Detectbe'a
Marked 'I' rail.
74 Yo1Jftfa .l!leuth on the Staao; or, Aa Ac' .Not on tb&
76 Youo• Sleuth at Monte Oarlo ; or, The Crime of tbe

Ouino .
78 Young ~leutb and the Man witb the 1.'attooed .Arm; or,
'frack·i ng !tli88ing Milliuns.
77 Youog Sleuth 10 Demiiobo Oit7; or, Waltzing Wil-

Yo~!:;:.~~bcl:tit~ :; Or. Saving a YGuug American
0
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from tbe l'rieoo Mines.
'19 Young Sleuth Almos~ Knocked 011t; or, Nell Bloodin'a
Desper&te Game.
SO Yo~Y8d~~~oacbd0~i~~e~:n~!df!::mbar Two; or, T b•
81 Youa a t;lauth'a Muter t:itroke ; or, Tbe Lady Deteo.
tive'a M•ny Mask&.
82 M'lJr:~~~od io a Mult; or, Young Slauth a$ tbo F reaob
ID Youoa: SleuUl in Pa.ri1; or, Tbe Keen Detecti•e and
tbe Bomb-'l'browera.
84 Young Sleutb a nd tb& Italian Brigands: or, 'l'he Keen
Detective's Great-eat Rescue.
86 Youo~r Sleuth and a Dead Atan•s Secret; or. TheM-.
aaore io ~be Hoodlo of & Dagger.
88 Young Sleutb Decoyed: or , The Woman of Fire.
87 Younc SJeuLb and t.be Kuna"a7 <Jircus Bora; or. F ollowing al'alr of WUd .New York l-ado.
81 Young ~leu.th at At18.Dtio Oit7; or. The Great Seaside
M7atery .
89 Young Sleotb, tbe Detective io Obicago; or, Unra•el0
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Tb~ 'Ma!'~~erl:e

Safe: or, Young Sleuth •• a llaok

De\ecri•e.
91 Yo.jl~!I~~·~:D..~ . tbe Pbaotem Dotecti•e: or, 1'be
9'.1 Yonng ISieutb an~ \be Girl in the Mask; or, The Lad7
.M onte Uriato or :Baltimore.

~ ouna Sleuth and \he Uoralcan Knile--Tbrower: or,
·f he Mystery of tbe Murdered A owe...
94: Younc Sleutb and the C"•hier·a Crime; or, Tbe Evi-dence of a Deatt 'Vitueu.
911 Young Sleuth io tbo 'l'o1l1: or, Tho Death Trapo of
New York.
96 Yonh(f ::Sleuth and tbe Miaer'a Gboet; or, A H oo t For
H id d eo Money .
9T Young Sleuth as a Dead name Sport ; or, Tbe KMO
Detectivea Ruse for fJO,OOO.
911 Yo~~~k8~d~~~~?d the ypoieo' Gold; or, TbePaoka«•
99 Yonnc Sleuth a•d I'olloy l'eta, the Sharper kine; or,
'£be Keen Det~etive's Lott.er1 Game.
109 Youag ~leutb in the Sewera ot New York; or, KeeD
Work from Broad way to the Howery .
101 Young Sleut.h and tbe MAd Hell .Ringer; or, 'fb&
Secret of the Old Oburch 1'ower.
102 Youn« Sleutb'a Unkoowo; or, The M.aa who Oamo
Behind.
103 Young &leut.h' a Great S"amp Search; or, The Mi ..Girl or Kver~:lado.
}().&Young Sleoth and \he Mad Doo,or; or, The Seven
Paiauned Powdere.
106 Youag Sleuth's Big Blu~ or. Simple Sallie'a ).1 iuiou.
108 Y~:c~fve~!eg~~'~ 1 t?b~~e. ontract; or, The Keen DelOT Young Sleutb'o Ni~rbt Watcb: or, 'J'bo Keea D6teotive
Guardina Millions.
lUI Youo~ Sloutb and 'be MJAOry of tho Dark Room~
or, Tl1e Crime of tbe Photograph Oallery.
109 Young Sleuth and tbo Oold !>hip Robber~: or , lleat.ing Hold Orook1 on an Ooe&n ::iteamer.
110 Yo u n~t Slea'h and !be Great Mine Myotery; or, Mur•
dered UDder Grooad •
111 Young Sleuth and tbe Runaw&J Heireu: or, A Gid
Worth MillioD8 A••ong Deaverate Orooka.
112 Yo u n~tSieatb and tho Jbuoted Mill: or, The Phantom Myoteey of D&rk Doll.
113 Yow ow :Sieutb and the Millionaire Tra.m.p ; or, D ia-
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114

Y::'.:'~t"sV.':,1~r !"o'f\be

Maoked Bather of Atl&o~lo
Oity; or, The Mystery of a Orime of the Surf.

115 Youu~ Sleuth and the Mad A.niat; or The Orime of

the Studio.
116 Young 8 1oa tb'alleot Find ; or, Tho Secret of tho Iron
Obeot.
liT Young Sleuth'a r,adJ Ferre'; or , Tbe Kee n D otect-

Y~:~·a.s:~~~~~u~S'i. Wolf iu Sbeep'a Clothing; or ,
UnnJukiDil the Prince of Jmpoeton.
119 Young Sleutll'• Bo7 Pu pil; or, The Keen D etoct1ve•r
Street Boy Pard.
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All the above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the Un ited States and Canada, or .sent to your address, post,paid, on recelp&
price. Address

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, PublisheP, 34 & 36 North Moore Stroot, Now You.

